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O. Introduction 
In the first part of the paper we shall consider the relation tree-subtree among 
the basic types of trees and we shall show that these considerations are equivalent 
to those of order type-subtype among corresponding order types. This will be 
used in the rest of the par)er. 
Using [] we shall construct an aJ2-Aronszajn tree with no Aronszajn or Cantor 
subtrees and we shall prove that this cannot be done using CH, answering thus a 
question of Devlin from [5]. Moreover, we shall find a model of ZFC+GCH in 
which every o2-Aronszajn tree contains ubtree isomorphic to (s,2, c) .  
Let • denote the following proposition: If ~ is an order type such that I~1 = toz 
bat o32, (./32~, there is ~b,  I~l=tal,  such that tot, to*~¢'. In [12, Section 7, 
Problem I], Erdos and Hajnal ask what happens to • if we assume GCH. In [5] 
Devlin proved that V = L implies ~q~. We shall prove here that [] implies ~ 
and that this assumption cannot be replaced by CH, i.e. that • is consistent with 
ZFC+GCH.  Moreover, we shall find a model of ZFC+GCH+~ where 
denotes the following proposition: If <k is an order type such that 14,1--to2 but 
to2, o2*~b, then t~<<b for every order type 4, Ig, l=ol. 
Using Easton-type forcing we saall construct a model of ZFC in which, among 
other things, for every regular K>o there is a K-Kurepa tree with no, A- 
Aronszajn nor v-Cantor subtrees, for every v ~ to and h = cf(h)> ~o. Using this 
model we shall prove the consistency of the following statements: 
(a) For every regular cardinal K ~>to there exists a K-metrizable K-compact 
space of power > K. 
(b) K ,,*[h~]~<~ implies 2 ~ ,,-~[A~ +1]~<+~ if cf(K) = K > o~, 2 <~ r < co, r < )to ~ K and 
co <he =cf(h, )~K for 0<~<v.  
* A part of these results was announced in the abstracts: Some results in set theory I & II, Notices of 
the Am. Math. Soc. 26 (4) (1979) A-390 & 26 (5) (1979) A-440. We would like to thank the editor 
and referee for many corrections. 
** The results of this paper are contained in Chapters 1and 3 of my doctoral dissertation submitted 
to the University ofBelgrade in 1979. I would like to thank Professor D. Kurepa for supervising this 
work. 
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(c) 
K("+a~-:" 3+n J' K+ if K~to, 3~<r<to and 
(d) Let 2<r<to ,  [S[=exp,_~(to). Then there is an r-partition 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) s'=__s, Is'l---toa implies [S']'~I~ for all i<2 ,  but 
t C t t  n • C: (2) S _ S, is' l  = to~ implies that there are S~ = S', IS"[ = to such that [S~] _ I[ for 
all i<2 .  
(a) answers a question of Sikorski [35, p, 132]. This cannot be done in ZFC 
since (a) does not hold in Silver model for -nKH (see [ 19]). 
(b)  gives an answer to (the main part of) Problem 17 in the Erd6s-Hajnal ist 
[11, 12]. Again this cannot be done in ZFC (or ZFC+GCH)  since, as is pointed 
out in [12], to2~[c~ox]~, implies the negation of Chang's conjecture which is 
known to be indep,;ndent of ZFC+GCH [6]. 
(c) gives a consistent positive answer to a problem of Erd6s, Hajnal and Rado 
[13, p. 160]. 
(d) means that w~ can step up properties of the wen-known Sierpifiski partition 
which proves 2"~(to~,to,)  z. Thus we have a consistent positive answer to 
Problem 62 from the Erd6s-Hajnal is~. 
The generalized Kurepa hypothesis KH0¢, ~) will be translated in terms of 
order types; this will be used in the examination of the partition relations from 
[13]. For example, using KH(K, K) we shall find a 2-partition of K + which verifies 
K ÷ ~[h. +]2, for every h, to ~< h < K. This gives consistent positive an:;wers to some 
problems of Erd6s, Hajnal and Rado from [13, p. 154, Problems 3.!, 3.2 and 7]. 
On the other hand it is known (see [12, Problem 19]) that Chang'.; conjecture 
implies to2 -'> [tol]z~,,,,. 
n<o.  
(t~, I~) of s 
1. l~fmitions 
We work in ZFC set theory and adopt the usual notation ard conventions. The 
basic definitions are taken from [4] (for example: ordinal, cardinal, inaccessible, 
Mahlo, weakly compact, tree, O, [] . . . .  ). 
A tree is a poset T=(T,<~.r) such that for each x~T,  the set ( ' , x ) r  = 
{y E T I Y <rx} of all predecessors of x is well-ordered by ~<'r. The order type of 
(', x)r, under ~<Y is called the height ofx in T, y(x). The a ' th  level of T is the set 
RaT = {x ~ T 1 y(x) = a}, which we shall o 'ten denote by F~. Let C be an arbitrary 
set of ordinals. Then we write T IC  for I.J {To I a ~ C} and Tt  C for the restriction 
cf I" to Tf C. The height: of tree T is the ordinal TT = min{a I R,T  = 0}. Let x ~ T, 
then we put [x, ")T = {Y ~ T i Y >~'r x}, [X]T = {y e T [ y ~<T X or y ~rx}. Analogously 
we define the set (x, ")T, then (., X)T, (', X]r, (X, ")T and IX, ")-v for an arbitrary 
X~' / ' .  X l [Ty if X~Ty and yNrX. 
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We often identify T with its domain 7". A chain of T is a linearly ordered subset 
of T. A branch of T is a maximal chain. A branch b of T is colinal in T i f f  
T~, f3 b ¢ ¢ for every a < ~/T. An antichain of T is a pairwise incomparable subset 
of T. If chain or branch has order type a it is an a-chain or a-branch. A node of 
T is an arbitrary equivalence class of relation ~ on T, which we define by: x ~ y 
iff (., X).r =(' ,  Y)T (.see [22, p. 72]). 
Let K be any ordinal, A a cardinal. Then, an arbitrary tree T we call (K, A)-tree 
if ~/T=K and JT,~J<A for every a<K.  The definition of normal (K,A)-tree we 
take from [4, p. 44]. If ~/T= K, then we shall often call T a K-tree. 
A tree T is A-Aronszajn iff it is a (A, A)-tree with no X-b~anches. T is A-Kurepa 
iff it is a (A, A)-tree with at least A + A-branches. In both cases, we do not bo'her 
to mention the A if A = tot. A tree T is a special A+-Aronszajn tree iff it is a 
A+-Aronszajn tree and there is a f:T--*A with the property that whenever 
x, y c T and x <~.y, then f(x) (: f(y). A (K + D-tree T, where co ~< K ~< A is a 
cardinal, is a A-Cantor tree iff JT,~I~<A for every a<K and IZ~l>X and 
( ' ,x )T¢( ' ,  y)T for x, yeT~, x~y. We do not bother to mention the A if A=to. 
In advance let us agree that in the word A-Aronszajn, A shall mean regular 
uncountable cardinal and v in the word v.-Cantor shall mean infinite cardinal. 
Concerning existence of the above types of trees see, for example, [ 16]. A tree 
T is complete binary A-tree if it is isomorphic to the tree (s2, ~_). 
If (E, <)  is linearly ordere~ set, then tp(E, <)  denotes its order type. If 
4, = tp(E, <), then 14,t = IEI and 4,* = tp(E, >). If to = tp(E1, <1) and 4, = tp(E2, <~2), 
then to~<d) means that there exists a one-one order-preserving mapping f :Et  
E2. If to~<4,, then we sometimes say that 4, contains to or that tO is embeddable in 
4,. Let (E, <)  be a linearly ordered set and let Fc_ E. We shall say that F is dense 
in (E, <)  if for every x, yc  E, x<y there exists z~F  so that x~<z~<y. The 
cardinal min{JFj j F is dense in (E, < )} we call the density of (E, <)  and denote by 
d(E, <). If 6 =tp(E, <),  then d(4,)=d(E,<). 
Order types of uncountable subsets of real numbers we call uncountable real 
types. 4, is an Aronszajn type iff: (i) 14,1>,o; (ii) to1, (o'1 5~4, and (iii) 4, contains no 
uncountable real subtype. (The class of these types in [ 1] i'¢ denoted by q~3.) 4, is a 
Kurepa type if[: (i) 14,[> o~1, (ii) d(4,)~tol and (iii) 4, contains no uncountable real 
subtype. 
2. Relations between trees and order types 
Let (E, <)  be a linearly order set. By induction on levels we can construct a 
tree I" =(T, ~)  of nonempty convex subsets of E such that: 
(i) To={E}; 
(ii) If l c  T,~ and JlJ> 1, then there exist Io, It ~ T,~+t such that Io NI l  = ~ and 
Iot.) ll =I ;  
(iii) If b c T is a chain of T and if Nb~,then  NbaT.  
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Every tree 1"=(T, ~_) which satisfies (i~(iii) is called partition tree of (E, <)  
(see [22, p. 112, d6veloppement complet de l'ensemble ordonn6 El). If tk = 
tp(E, <),  then T is also called partition tree of 4~. 
Now we consider the converse relation. Let 1` =(T,  ~<r) be a tree. Let us order 
every node N of T by a well-ordering <r~. The natural ordering of T is the 
relation < on T defined by; 
x<y if[ x<Ty  or xlJy and z(x)<~z(y), 
where z(x) is the <T-least element of (', x)T--( ' ,  Y)T, z(y) is the <T-least element 
of (', Y)T-( ' ,  X).r and N = N(x, y) is the node of T determined by z(x) and z(y) 
(see [22, p. 127, ordonnance naturelle]). In this way for every tree I '  we have a 
linearly ordered set (T, -<), hence an order type 4~ = tp(T, -<) (for more details see 
[22 and 23]). 
Proposition 2.1. I[ T is an Aronszajn tree, then the order type d~ = tp(T, <) of any 
o[ its natural orderings is Amnszajn. I f  d~ = tp(E, <)  is an Aronszajn type, then 
every partition tree of 4~ is Aronszaja. 
Proof. First part. Let us only prove that d~ = tp(T, -<) contains no real uncounta- 
ble subtype since proof of tol, to*~b is similar. Let Sc_T be an uncountable 
subset and let D ~ S be countable. We have to prove that D is not dense in 
(S, < N $2). Define a =rain{/3 <to1 J3,(t)</3 for every t~ D}. Clearly a exists 
since D is countable. Since S is uncountable and "F,, countable there, exists t~ T~ 
such that [t, ")T AS is uncountable. Now it is easy to check that [t, ")T AS is an 
uncountable convex subset of (S, -< n S 2) which contains no point from D, hence 
D is not dense in (S, < n $2). 
Second part. Let T=(T,  ~_) be a parition tree of (E, <)  where d~ = tp(E, <)  is 
an Aronszajn type. T contains no uncountable chains since to~, to~* 5~b hence 
3,T~<tol. It is enough now to prove that T,~ is countable for every a <3 'T  since 
{x}~T for every x~E and JEl>~tol. Assume the contrary and define a= 
min{B [ Te is uncountable}. Since T is a binary tree a i:~ a limit ordinal. Pick 
x(l)c I for every I ~ "/~,. For every JeTIcx choose countable A(J), B(J)c_J such 
that A(J) i,,; cofinal with J and B(J) is coinitial with J (they exist since to~, to1 ~ d~). 
Let D=U{A( J ) ! J~T~a}UU{B( J ) I JeT tc t}  and let F=DU{x( I )  J laT~}. 
Clearly IDl<~o and IFl>~oJl. It is easy to check that D is dense in (F, < OF2), 
hence tp(F, < N F 2) is an uncountable real subtype of d~ contrary to the assump- 
tion that th is Aronszain. 
Probably the first examp!e of an Aronszajn type was given in [22, p. 126] using 
Aronszajn tree constructed by Aronszajn in the same paper. In fact, the first part 
of Proposition 2.1 was impl!citly proved in [22, pp. 126-128]. The proof of the 
following statement is simple. 
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Proposition 2.2. I f  T is a Cantor tree, then the order type ~b = tp(T, <) of any of its 
natural ordering is real uncountable. If cb = tp(E, <) is a real uncountable type, then 
we can construct a Cantor partition tree of 4~. 
Proposition 2.3. I f  T=(T ,  ~r )  is a Kurepa tree a~,d if < is a texicographical 
ordering o[ the set E = E(T)  of all o[ its colinal branches, then 4~ = tp(E, <) is a 
Kurepa type. I f  ~ = tp(E, <)  is a Kurepa type, then we can construct a pa~ ion tree 
T of ok so that 3,T=ta~+l and so that T~oJ 1 is a Kurepa tree. 
ProoL We shall prove only the second part since the proof of the first part is 
easier and standard. Let $ = tp(E, <)  be a Kurepa type (see Section 1) and let 
{xa I a <o l}  be a dense subset of E. By induction on levels T,,, a ~<~o I we define a 
partition tree T=(T ,  D_) of (E, <). Let To={E} and suppose we have already 
constructed To,/3 <a for some a <tal, so that ITol6ta for every/3 <a.  Assume 
c~ =/3+1.  Let I~'I'~ and l l l> l .  If xe~I  define Io=IN( . ,xo]  and I i= IN(xe , . )  
in the case that I N(xo,-) ~ 0, or Io = I N(., x~) and 11 = I rl[xe, .) otherwise. If 
xoq~I replace xo by any x~I  in the above definitions of Io and It. Let T,, = 
[..J {{/o, Ii} l i e  To and II1> 1}. For cz limit ordinal <tal define T,~ ={N bib is an 
a-branch of T~a and f'] b~k0}. Let us prove that T~ is countable. A~sume, by 
way of contradiction, that T,~ is uncountable. If I0 and 11 are elements of a node N 
of the tree T l (a+l )  define Io<NI1 iff x<y for every X~Io and y~I j .  Let < be 
the correspot~ding atural ordering of T~(a + 1). By a small extension of the first 
part of Proposition 2.1: we conclude that (T~(a + 1), <) has uncountable real type. 
For ~.'very I ~ T, pick :( I )~ I arbitrarily. It is easy to check that I,--> x(I), I ~ T,, is 
an isomorphic embedding of (T~, < ~ T 2) into (E, <)  contrary to the assumption 
that ~ = tp(E, < ) contains no real uncountable subtype. Finally, define T,,~ = 
{ ('] b I b is an tal-branch of T~tat and ['1 b (: 0} and T = [.J {T~ I a ~< tai}. It is easy 
to check that T=(T ,  ~_) is the required partition tree of (E, <). 
Proposition 2.4. Let T=(T,<~T) be a tree and let d,=tp(T, <) be a natural 
ordering of T. Then cb contains an Aronsza]n subtype if] T contains an Aronsza]n 
subtree. 
Let d~ = tp(E, < ) be an order type and let T = (T, ~_) be a partition tree of ~. 
Then & contains an Aronszajn subtype iff T contains an Aronszajn subtree. 
ProoL First part. Assume that to =tp(S, <f-I S 2) is an Aronszajn subtype of 
~b=tp(T,<),  where Sc_T. Define U={tET I t~s  for some s~S} and U= 
(U, ~r  f3 U2). Suppose that R,~U is uncountable for some a. It is easy to see that 
is a limit ordinal and cf(a)> ta. Namely, in the case cf(a)= ta, using argument 
from the proof of Proposition 2.3, we can conclude that to contains real uncounta- 
ble subtype contrary to the assumption that tO is Aronszajn. W.l.o.g. we may 
assume S = R~U. Since IS[ = tat (by Proposition 2.1) we have cf(a)= tal hence we 
can choose a strictly increasing sequence (as 16<tat) cofina! with a. For every 
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~<tol  define V, ={x~ R~,U [[.~, " ) rOS is uncountable}. Since S is uncountab'~e 
and since R~,U is countable we have V ,#0 for every 8<~.  Define V= 
L_J {V8 [~<tol} and V=(V,<~T AV2). It is quite easy to check that g is the 
required Aronszajn subtree of T. The case tR~UI<-o for every a is similar. 
Now, assume that T contains an Aronszajn subtree $ = (S, ~<~- N $2). The proof 
that ~ = tp(S, < n S 2) is an Aronszajn subtype of ~ is similar to the proof of the 
first part of Proposition 2.1. 
Second part. Assume that ~ = tp(F, < O F 2) is an Aronszajn subtype of 49 = 
tp(E, <),  where Fc_E. Let T=(T ,  =_) be a partition tree of (E, <)  and let 
U = {I n F I I ~ T and I n F~ O}. It is easy to check that U --- (U, ~ ) is a partition 
free of (F, < N F2). By the second part of Proposition 2.1 we know that U is an 
Aronszajn tree. For J~U define I ( J )=~_-min{ IeT] J= IOF}.  Let V= 
{l(J) I J ~ U} and V = ( V, D_ ). Then V is an Aronszajn subtree of T since J~-~ I(J) 
is an isomorphism between U and V. 
Now assume that T contains an Aronszajn subtree S=(S ,  ~_), where SGT.  
W.l.o.g. we may assume I{ J~SI Jc_ I} l=tol  for every I~S .  Pick LeR~S and 
x~ ~I~ for every a<tom; w.l.o.g, we may assume x~#xa for a#/3. Let F= 
{x,, l a <to1} and let us prove that t~ = tp(F, < AF  2) is an Aronszajn subtype of 49, 
We shall prove here to~#$ while the rest is left to the reader. Assume the 
contrary, i.e., that tp(G, < nG2)=oh for some Gc_F. Let b={I~S] IAG is 
uncountable}. Since (3 is uncountable b is an uncountable initial part of S. Since 
tp(G, < N G 2) = to~ it is easy ~. check that b is an tom-branch of S contrary to the 
assamption that S is Aronszajn. This completes the proof. 
The proof of the foUowing statement goes analogously to the proof of Proposi- 
tion 2.4. 
Proposition 2.5. Let T=(T ,  ~T) be a tree and let 49 =tp(T, <) be a natural 
ordering of T. Then 49 contains a real uncountable subtype i f /T  contains a Cantor 
subtree. 
Let 49 =tp(E, <)  be an order type and let T=(T ,  2)  be a partition tree of 49. 
Then 49 contains a real uncountable subtype iff T contains a Cantor subtree. 
At the end of this section let us only note that Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 (and 
also 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5) have natural generalizations for higher cardinals. 
3. Subtrees of co,-trees 
In this part we are interested in the existence of Aronszajn and Cantor subtrees 
of some kinds of tol-trees. We are especially interested in (tol, tol)-trees and 
win-trees with no cofinal branches. The following theorem from [24] is probably 
the first one concerning these notions. 
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Theorem 3.1 (Kurepa). There is a normal (tot, o~)-tree T with properties: 
(i) T has no Aronsza]n subtrees; 
(ii) I f  T '  is any normal (~,  toO-tree, then either T'  has an Aronsza]n subtree or 
T '  contains subtree isomorphic to T. 
If we fix cardinality of nodes, then all trees satisfying Theorem 3.1 are 
isomorphic. The proof of Theorem 3.1 can also be found in [26] or [5]. The proof 
of the following theorem is in [5, Theorem 4]. 
Theorem 3.2 (Jensen). Assume V = L. Then there exists a Kurepa tree with no 
Aronsza]n subtrees. 
Let us consider now the problem of existence of Aronszajn and Cantor subtrees 
of an to~-tree T with the properties: (i) V[t]r =tot for every t~ T; (ii) T has no 
cofinal branches. If (ii) is replaced by stronger condition (ii') there exists a strictly 
increasing real function on T, we obtain 'Probl~re,  1' from 1-23, p. 1601. 
Theorem 3.3. There is a normal tot-tree T ° with properties: 
(i) there exists a strictly increasing rational function on T°; 
(ii) T O contains no Aronsza]n nor Cantor subtrees; 
(iii) every normal to~-tree with property (ii) contains a subtree isomorphic to T °. 
ProoL Let T°={s ¢_~,tot [rang(s) is finite and a ~</3 <dom(s)--~ a 6s(a)<~s(13)} 
and let T°=(T  °, c_). Clearly T o is a normal ~ot-tree without tol-branches. 
(i) Define T,, = {s ~ T O [ trang(s)[ = n} for n < to. It is enough to prove that each 
"/', is a special subtree of T °. Let x ~ RoT. ( = the set of all _~-minimal elements of 
7",) and b~={yE T, Ixc_y}. It is easy to check that b~" is a chain for every 
~: ~ ROT,, and that x' II Y' for every x'~ b~ and y'~ b~ and every x: y ~ ROT,, x# y. 
Yince each b~ is countable, T, is clearly special. 
(ii) Let ~#s~T ° and lim(dom(s)). Let (t31 . . . . .  13,) enumerate rang(s) in 
increasing order. Let ~ = min{~<dom(s) I s(~) =13,} and let h(s) = s~(~ + 1). 
Then h:T°~{a<to l [ l im(a)}- -~T ° is a regressive mapping (i.e., h(s )cs )  and 
h(s) = h(t) implies s _ t or t c_ s. Now suppose that U G T ° is an (ol, tot)-subtree 
of T ° and let us prove that U is not Aronszajn. W.i.o.g. we may assume that U is 
an initial part of T °, For a<to l ,  lim(a) pick s~aR~U and define 
f :{a <toi [lim(a)}---~ tot by f(t~) =dom(h(s~)). Since f is regressive we can find 
13o < to1 and a stationary S c_ {a < to1 I lim(a)} such that f"(S) = {13o}. By the defini- 
tion of f we can assume h(s~) = h(s a) for every a, 13 ~ S. By the property of h this 
means that {s~[a E S} is an to~-chain of U. Similarly we can prove that T o 
contains no Cantor subtrees. 
(iii) It is easy to see that every normal tortree T'  with property (ii) contains a 
normal to~-tree T" with the property that every node of T" is uncountable. It is 
now possible to inductively embed T o into T". 
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It can be shown that, if we fix cardinality of nodes (for example, tNt =tox for every 
node N_  T°), then all trees satisfying Theorem 3.3 are isomorphic. 
4. Subtrees of Atonszajn trees 
Let us consider first the to2-case. It is known that, using CH, we can construct 
an to2-Aronszajn tree (see [35 or 16]) and that we cannot omit the assumption of 
CH (see [29]). The to2-Aronszajn tree constructed in [35] (or (16]) contains both 
Aronszajn and Cantor subtree. So, it is natural to raise the question of the 
existence of an ~o2-Aronszajn tree with no Aron:~zajn or Cantor subtrees. An 
answer to this question is given by the following ~heorem. Its proof uses known 
methods of construction of to2-Aronszajn trees (see [27, 35 or 16]) as well as the 
method of construction of Suslin trees of large heights from [18]. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume I-3. Then there exists a special to2-Aronszajn tree with no 
Aronszajn nor Cantor subtrees. 
Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.1 we shall quote some 
definitions from [27]. Let D~=tot*+tol and let R ~ be the set of all finite 
sequences of elements of D ~. Clearly IDOl = IR~I =to1. For a =(ao . . . . .  ak) and 
b =(bo . . . . .  bk) from R ~ define 
a<b iff a is an initial part of b or a~<b~, 
where i=  min{j I a~:P bj}. It is clear that (Rt, <)  is a dense linearly ordered set. 
The proof of the following lemma is given in [27, Theorem 2.4]. 
Lemma 4.2. (i) Every interval from R ~ contains subinterval similar to (R ~, <) ;  
(ii) every empty Dedekind cut has type (to, to*); 
(iii) a <~tp(R ~, <)  for every a <toa and to2~tp(R ~, <).  
Let (/~1, <) be the Dedekind's completion of (R, <)  and let Q~=/~1-  R. Using 
Lemma 4.2 we know that (Q~, <)  is a densely ordered set such that a<~ 
tp(Q 1, <)  for every a<to2 but to2~tp(Q 1, <). Also we know that every point 
x ~ Q1 has both left and right character equal to to. Let crQ 1 be the set of all 
well-ordered and bounded subsets of Q1. For s , t~o 'Q ~ define s~t  iff s is an 
initial part of t. It is clear that (o,Q ~, ~) is a tree of height ~o2 with no cofinal 
branches. Since clearly d(Q ~, <)= to~ we hx ~q zdvance a set P~_ Q~ of power to1 
which is dense in (Q~, <). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For every z~P ~x a strictly decreasing sequence 
(z, In <to) of elements of R ~ which converges ta z such that cf(-, Z,)R, =tot for 
every n <to. Let < be a fixed well-ordering of P of type to1. For z ~ P and n <~o 
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define a strictly increasing sequence (x(z, n, a) I a <~> as follows. Let x(z, n, O) = 
z. Assume that for some o~ <oJ~ x(z, n, [3) are constructed for every 13 <a so that 
x(z, n, [3)~ P and x(z, n, [3) < z,. By the choice of z~ we have sup{x(z, n, [3) I [3 < 
a} < z,. Let x(z, n, a) be the <-least x ~ P~ such :hat x(z, n, 13) < x < z, for every 
[3<a. 
The required tree T will be a subtree of ((rP, ~)  and it will be constructed 
inductively by levels T~,, a <~oz. At the same time we shall inductively define a 
1-1 mapping h: T -~ ~o2 so that s,~ t implies h(s)< h(t). 
Let To={¢} and h(O)=0. Assume that for some a <o~2 we have already 
constructed T[a and h[(T~a) so that T[a is a normal (a, oJ2)-tree and the 
following condition holds: 
For every t3 < y < a, s ~ T~ and x ~ P such that max(s) < x there (.)~ 
exists t~ T~, such that s~t  and max(t)<x. 
Every element ~ T will have the last element so that max(t) in (*)~, is justified. 
t+~t (C+ 1~<o92 and lim(~)} be the sequence from V'l, i.e., the sequence with 
p++operties: 
(1) C+ is a dosed and unbounded subset of +; 
(2) if c f (~)<ol ,  then IC, l<,o,; 
(3) ~/ is a limit point of C,, then Cv = C~ Cl % 
Case a = [3 + 1. De fine succ(t) = {t U {x} [ x ¢ P and x > max(t)} for every t ~ T. 
Let T~ = U {succ(t)[ t~ To}. We define the mapping h in a minimal way. The 
condition (*),+~ is trivially satisfied. 
Case lim(a). Let (~  18 <~ be the normal enumeration of C,~. Note that ~<~Ol 
and lim(g). For every s~ T[C,~ and n <o~ we shall first define an a-branch b,~, of 
71"[a which contains . Then we shall define T,, as the set of one-point extensions 
of each b,",. For that purpose we shall inductively define a sequence (p~" 1 6(s) ~< 
8 <~) of ,elements of T~C,,, where 8(s)<~ is unique 8 with the property s~ Try, 
as follows. Let 
s , I I  
Pa(s)  = s, 
with the least h(q) such that p~."4iq and 
max(q) ~< x(max(s), n, 6 + 1). 
Note that by (*)~ such a q always exists. If 6<~ is limit let 
p~'"= qe  Tv~, such that p[',".~q for every 6 '<8 and 
max(q) ~< x(max(s), n, 6), 
if such q exists. We shall show below that such a q always exists in this case as 
well. If (p~'" [8(s) ~< 8 < ~) is constructed, then it uniquely determines an a-branch 
bs~, of T[ a which contains s. Define T~ = {(U b~.,) U {x(max(s), n, ~)} I s ~ T[C,,  
n<~o and b~"., is defined} in case cf(ot)=~o, and T~ ={(U b~,,)U{x}lx is the 
<-least element of P greater than sup( U b~.,), s e T[ C~, n < ~o and b~",, is defined} 
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in case cf(a) = to1. If b~., is always defined, then it is easy to check that T~(a + 1) is 
a normal (a + 1, to2)-tree which satisfies (*)~+~. Define h in a minimal way. 
Let us prove that (p~"l 8(s)<~8 < ~) is defined for every s E.T~C~, and n <oJ 
assuming, that the analogous definition has been possible at earlier steps. Assume 
the contrary, i.e., that for some s~ TICo and n<oJ  the construction of 
(p~',"[8(s) <~6'< ~) is stopped at a step 8 < ~. We know that 8 is a limit ordinal 
which means 3'~ is a limit point of C~. According to (3) from [] we have that 
C~ = C~ N ~8 = {~/~, [ 8' < 8}. Since s ~ Tt C~ we know that, at the step ~/~, we have 
already constructed the sequence (q['," [ 8(s) ~< 8' < 6) in the above way, It is easy 
to check, by induction, that q~',"= p~',~ for every 8(s)~8'<6.  The branch b,~.~ 
determined by (q~',"lS(s)---<8'<8) has the extension q =(U b~?,)U{x(max(s), 
n, 8)} in T~. However, this gives a contradiction for we easily check that q 
satisfies all conditions from the definition of p[". 
Let T= [.J {T~la <to2} and T=(T, ,~).  Clearly T is a special toz-Aronszajn 
tree. 
Let us prove that T contains no Aronszajn subtree. Otherwise let S = (S, <)  be 
an Aronszajn subtree of T. It is easy to check that w.l.o.g, we may assume that 
there exists a limit ordinal a<to~ of cofiaality ¢o~, so that RsSc_Tv~ for every 
8 <tol, where (~/~ [8 <to~) is the normal er~umeration f C~ from ~.  Pick t8 ~ RsS 
for any limit 8 < to1. By the construction we know that there exist 8' < 8, s~ ~ Rb,S 
~/t~ 8 t and n(8)<to so that t~ is a unique extension of the branch b .,(8~. Denote by 
f(6). This defines a regressive mapping f: {8 < to~ I lira(8)} --~ to~. Hence there exist 
stationary D ~{8 <to1 I lira(8)} and 8' so that ["(D) = {8'}. Besides, we can assume 
that n(8) = n and s~ = s ~ R~,S for every 8 ~ D. Let 8, e ~ D and 8 < e. Since 8 and 
e are limit ordinals we have C~ = C, n ~ and C~ = C, f3 y~,, hence C~ = C~, fq ~/~. 
By the construction it is easy to check that b~ is an initial part of b v. which $,tt, 
means that t~ ,~ t~. This proves that {t~ [ 8 ~ D} is an ¢o~-chain of $ contrary to the 
assumption that it is Aronszajn. 
Now, let us prove that T contains no Car~;or subtree. Otherwise let U = (U, ~ ) 
be a Cantor subtree of T. W.l.o.g. w,; may ,ts~ame that there exists a limit ordinal 
a <to~ of cofinality to so that R,~U~ T,~ and R,,U~_ T.o, where (a. [ n <to) is an 
increasing sequence from C,~ cofinal with a. Define B = {s ~ Tf C. I s ~ t for some 
t~ R,oU}. Then B is countable since IC~l~to and since B ={s~ T~C,~ls,~t for 
some t ~ U I to}. By the construction of T~ we know that for every t ~/~U ~ T~ 
there exist s ~ B and n < to such that ! is a unique extension of the branch b~.. 
Denote (s, n) by g(t). This define~ a.  1-1 mapping g : /~U- -~ B ×to which is a 
contradiction since R,oU is at, uncountable set. fhis completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
In light of Theorem 4.1, the following ques0on arises: does CH (or GCH) imply 
that there is an to2-Aronszajn tree with no Aro~:szajn or Cantor subtrees? This 
question for the case of Aronszajn subtrees was asked in [5, p. 160]. We shall 
prove here that the answer to this question is negative. Since from now on in this 
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paper we shall use forcing we refer the reader to [ 17] from where we take the 
terminology and basic lemmas. The following lemma is a generalization of Silver's 
well-known lemma (see, e.g. [2]). 
Lemma 4.3, Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC, P be a tr-closed poser in M and T a normal 
k-tree in M. Let G be an M-generic subset of P such that M[G]~'T  contains no 
complete binary to~-subtree'. Then every co]inal branch of T in M[ G] is in M also. 
Proof. The case k =a +1 is trivial. Let us assume tim(A). Let b be a cofinal 
branch of T in M[G]. We have to prove b~M. If cfM()t):to, then, in M[G], we 
can find a sequence {x, [n<to}c_b cofinal with b. Since P is a-closed in M we 
haxe {x, I n<to}eM,  hence b~M. Now assume cfM()t)>to and bdM. So there is 
a fJ~ M ~R°~P~ and pc  G so that pll-'~ is a cofinal branch of T and g¢/v/'. From 
now on we work in M. By induction on levels of the tree (~,2, ~)  we define 
sequences (p~ [ s e ~,2), (x~ I s ~ ~,2) of elements of P and T, respectively so that: (i) 
pc=p;  (ii) tc_s---~p~<~p,; (iii) tCS"~X,<TX~; (iv) X~-oV~X~-~; (V) p~ll-'x~/~'. 
Suppose, p~, x~ are defined for all s ~ e 2 (= [_J {o 2 ]/3 < a}). Assume first a =/3 + 1. 
Let s~O2. Since p~ I1-'/~/~/', we can find P~-o, P~-~ <P~ and points X~-o,X~^I>TX~ 
such that x~-o ¢: x~-t and p~.~ IF- 'x~.~ /~'. Now assume lim(a). Since P is o--closed, 
for each se'~2 we may pick p'~eP such that P'<~P~r~ for all /3 <a .  Also, since 
]{x~to I/3<a}l=to, we may pick a~<X such that 3,(x~to)<a ~ for all /3<,x (re- 
member cf(k)>to). Since p~'fl-'/~ is a cofinal branch of J" we can find p~ <~p' and 
x~ ~ T~ such that p~ fl-'~ ~/~'. Clearly, p~ II-'~t o <Tiff' for all/3 <ct, i.e. x~t e <TX~ 
for all /3 <et. This defines p~ and x~ for all se~2. This defines (p~ ts~,~',) and 
(x, I s e e,2) with properties (i)-(v). Clearly ({x~ [s ~ ~,2}, <-% fq ({x~ I s e ~,2})-') is a 
subtree of T isomorphic to (~,2, _ ). Since P is (r-closed we also have M[G]~'T  
contains a subtree isomorphic to the complete binary to~-tree' which is a con- 
tradiction. This finishes the proof. 
Theorem 4.4, Con(ZFC + 'there is a weakly compact cardinal')~ Con(ZFC+ 
GCH +'every to2-Aronszajn tree contains complete binary torsubtree'). 
Proof. Let K > to be an inaccessible cardinal. Let us define partially ordered set 
P(K) (see [17, Model VII). The elements of P(K) are countable functions p with 
properties: dora(p)c tot x K, rang(p)~ r and p(a,/3) ~/3 for every (a,/3) ~ dora(p). 
Let us put p~q if[ p~_q. For A<K we define Px={p~(toxxA)]p~P} and 
px = {p _p  ~(toz × ;t) l p ~ p}. The proof of the following lemma can be found in [ 16 
or 7]. 
Lamina 4.5. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC and let K >to be an inaccessible cardinal in 
M. Let P=[P(K)] M. Then M~'P  is it-closed and satisfies the K-c.c'. If G is a 
M-generic subset of P, then to~ = to~[GJ and K = to~ [G]. Furthermore, Z~ 2, < K is an 
uncountable regular cardinal in M, then M[G ClP~]e'P ~ is tr-closed and satisfies 
K-C.C.', 
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Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+GCH and let K >oJ be a weakly compact cardinal in 
M. Let P =[P(K)] ~ and let G be an M-generic subset of P. Then oJ~ = to~ tr'j and 
K =~o~ tGl by Lemma 4.5. As well M[G]~'GCH'  holds. We have to prove 
M[G]~'every oJ2-Aronszajn tree cor:tains a subtree isomorphic to (n,2, G)'. Let 
us assume the contrary, i.e., that T = (K, ~a-) is an o2-Aronszajn tree in M[G]  
which contains no subtree isom"rph~,c to (8,2, ~_). Assume also that a<~-~ 
implies a </3. Let p e G G P=_RO(P)= d forces all of that. Work in Mr. Let 
T':~xr--->B be a fur:ction defined by T'(a,/3)=p/'il&<,/311. The sentence 
p It-e '(Vx ~_ k) (x is not a cofinal branch of T)' is a H~ sentence which holds in the 
structure (V~, ~, P, B, T', {p}) (see ~29, p. 42] for details), Sin~e r is a weakly 
compact cardinal there exists an inaccessible k < ~ so that T IX = (k, 6T N A 2) 
M[Gf3Px] and so that the above sentence helds in the structure 
(V~, ~, P~Vx, BtVx, B~Vx, T'~A, {p}). This means that T~A is a normal A-tree in 
M[G O P~,] which has no cofinal branches. 
Let x ~ RxT be an arbitrary point and b = (., x)T. Then the following hold: 
M[G ~ Px] ~'Px is {r-dosed', M[G fq Px][G f3 px] = M[G]  ~'b is a cofinal branch 
of T~A and bf~M[GfqPx] and T~A contains no (~,2, ~_)'. But this contradicts 
I~mma 4.3. This finishes the proof. 
It follows from Theorem 4.4 that Con(ZFC+'there xists a weakly compact 
cardinal') implies Con(ZFC+GCH+'every  ¢o2-Aronszajn tree contains both 
Aronszajn and Cantor subtrees') since clearly (~,2, c )  contains both Aronszajn 
and Cantor subtrees. Some large cardinal assumption here is also necessary. Let 
us assume that every to2-Aronszajn tree contains either a Aronszajn or Cantor 
subtree. Ther~ -'n~ holds by Theorem 4.1, hence by [18, p. 286, Remark (3)] we 
have that to2 is Mahlo cardinal in L. We do not know whether in this case to2 is, in 
fact, a weakly compact cardinal in L. F i r  special to2-Aronszajn trees we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. Con(ZFC +'  there e~,ists a Mahlo cardinal'),a~ Con(ZFC + GCH + 
"every special to2-Aronsza]n tree ccntains corr~plete binary to~-tree'). 
ProoL Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC arid let K be a Mahlo cardinal in M. Let G be an 
M-generic subset of P =[P(K)] M. As above we have oJ~= tol ~'~t61, .~ = to~ tG~ and 
M[G]~'GCHi'.  Let us prove now that in M[G] every special to2-Aronszajn tree 
contains a subtree isomorphic to (812, c) .  Let T=(K,<~T) be a special to2- 
Aronszajn tree in M[G] (a <T/3 implies a-.i ~). Since K is Mahlo in M, we can 
find an inaccessible (in M) cardinal h < ~ so ti-,at TI'A = (h, ~.r f3A2)~ M[G fq P~] 
(see [29, p. 41] for details). Let x~_RaT and b=(',x)a-. Since A=co~ t6nP~l 
(Lemma 4.5) and since T is special (i.e. t: dete,,:nines a mapping f :  k ~-~ -~ ~ot M) we 
have b~M[GNPa]. Using Lemma 4.3 (f:~r M[GNP~], Pa, T~X and b) we 
conclude M[Gf3PxIGf3PX]=M[G]~'T~A l aa~ then T) contains a subtree 
isomorphic to (8,2, c ) ' .  
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For the inverse implication we use Theorem 4.1 and the remark after the proof 
of Theorem 4.4. 
We can also formulate Theorem 4.6 as follows: Con(ZFC-'-'there is a Mahlo 
cardinal'),~ Con(ZFC + GCH +'every special to2-Aronszajn tree contains both 
Aronszajn and Cantor subtrees'). By Theorem 4.1 we have M[G]~-nV'I, where 
M[G]  is the model from the proof of Theorem 4.6. This proves the following 
unpublished result of Solovay (see [18, p. 283]). 
Corollary 4.7. Con(ZFC+'there exist a Mahlo cardinal') ~-* Con(ZFC+ 
GCH +-nV'l). 
Let us now consider Aronszajn trees of greater heights. Generalizing the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 we get the following: 
Theorem 4.8. Assume I-1. Then there exists a K+-Aronszajn tree with no A- 
Aronszajn nor v-Cantor subtrees, [or every A# ~ + and every v. 
Under the assumption V = L Theorem 4.8 could be extended as follows. 
Theorem 4.9. Assume V = L. Let K be a regular uncauntable non-weakly compact 
cardinal. Then there exists a K-Suslin tree with no A-Aronszajn nor v-Cantor 
subtrees, for every A # K and every v. 
Proof (Sketch). Let K > o be a regular non-weakly compact cardinal. According 
to [18, Theorem 6.1] there is an Ec_K and a sequence (C~ [lim(a) and a<K)  
such that: (i) E is stationary in K; (ii) C,, is closed and unbounded in or; (iii) if 
-~ < a is a limit point of C~, then 3'6 E and C~ = 3, f3 C~. We construct the required 
K-Suslin tree using methods from [18, p. 294], i.e., in the case lim(ot), a < K the 
level Ta ig a set of extensions of some branches of the form b'~,x~T~C,~ 
(depending upon whether a ~ E and b~ f3 W,  # 0 where W~ is the ath member of 
fixed <~(E)-sequence). Let us note that y ~>a-x and y ~ b~ implies b~ = b~. The 
facts that T contains no A-Aronszajn nor v-Cantor subtrees are proved using 
arguments from the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us prove only, for example, that T 
contains no A-Aronszajn subtrees (for k # K). Assume the contrary, i.e., that there 
exists a A-Aronszajn subtree $ of T. It is easy to see that we can assume that there 
exist an a < ~, cf(a) = k and a strictly increasing continuous equence (~/8 I~ <A) 
of ordinals of C= cofinal with ,~ such that $8 c_ T~,, for every ~ < A. Pick x8 ~ $8 for 
every ~, <A. For every 8 <h,  lim(~) we can find f (~)<~ and y(8)~ Sf(a~ so that x8 
is a unique extension of the branch b~.  By this we have determined a regressive 
mapping [: {8 < A [ lim(8)}--~ k. So there exist a stationary D _ {5 < X I lim(~)}, 
5 '<k  and y¢Sv ,  so that/"(D) ={5'} and y"(D) ={y}. Let 8o, 8 ,~D and 5o<8~. 
Since 5o, 8t are limit ordinals, %o, ,/~ 6 E, C~o,, = C~ f'1%o and C~= Ca f3 3'~, hence 
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Cv~,, = C~, A %. By construction we directly check that b~, is an initial part of 
b~,, which means that X~<TX~,. This proves that {x~18 ~ D} is a h-chain of & 
contrary to the assumption that $ is a h-Aronszajn tree. 
5. Subeees o! Kuurepa u'ees 
We shall study in this section the existence of a Kurepa tree with no Aronszajn 
nor Cantor subtrees. ~lhe first theorem of this kind was Jensen's Theorem 3.2. 
Since it has interesting applications in set theory (see [5, 6]) and set-theoretic 
topology (see [19]), it is of interqst to observe its generalization. However, the 
proof of that theorem (see [15, Theorem 4]) cannot be generalized irectly. We 
shall give here a generalization using forcing. 
Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal and let P be a partially ordered set. 
Recall that P is almost K-closed, if there exists a mapping A: ~P ~ P such that, if 
a < K is a limit ordinal and {p~ [/3 <a)  is a decreasing sequence from P, then 
(V~ < a) (lim(~) --~ P8 = A(p~ I/3 < ~5}) implies A{p~ I/3 < a} <~ p~ for every ~, < a. 
Let us note that in many considerations with K-closed posets we use only almost 
K-dosedness. So many facts about K-closed posers also hold for almost K-closed 
posets. 
Theorem 5 1. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+GCH and let K be a regular uncountable 
cardinal in M. Then there is a generic exte~sion M[G] of M, having the same 
cardinals and cofinalities, in which there ,'xists a K-Kurepa tree with no h- 
Aronszajn nor v-Cantor subtrees, for every ^  and every ~,. 
ProoL Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. Let us define a poset KP(K). The 
elements of ~KP(K) are pairs p =(T o, l~) where (see [2, 16]): 
(1) Tp = ('Fp, <~) is a normal (o~ o+ 1, K)-tree with no h-Aronszajn or v-Cantor 
subtrees, for ever} h and v, where a o < K and T o _ K; 
(2) Ip is a bijiectio,a between some subset of ~<÷ and the last level R,. T~, of T,. 
The orderinl~ is deSned by: p ~< q iff: 
¢3) T o is an endextension of T. i.e. To~(,-. q+ 1)= T.; 
(4) dom(lp) ~dom(lq); 
(5) l,(~) ~<o l~(~) for ew~,ry ~ ~ dom(l,). 
There are enough trees with the property (1) and with arbitrarily large heights. 
For example, such trees ~.re ({s e e2 [ {/3 < a I s(/3) = 1} is finite}, c ), where ct < K. 
Lemma 5.2 (sc:e [2, Prcposition 4.3]). Le~ K be an uncountable cardinal such that 
~X=K for all A<K. Then every subset of KP(K) of power •÷ contains an 
equinumerous subset of pairwise compatible lements. 
Lemma 5.3. If  K is ~ regular uncountable cardinal, then KP(K) is almost K-closed 
poser. 
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Proof. Define A:~KP(K)--~ KP(K) as follows. If (Pa]0 <a)  is not a decreasin~, 
sequence or if t~ < K is not limit put A((pa I/3 < or)) = 0. Assume now lim(a), tx < ~: 
and (Pa[/3 < a)  is a decreasing sequence from KP(K). Let T'  = O {Tpa [/3 < tz} and 
D = U {dom(/v,) [/3 < a}. We order T'  in a natural way so that the resulting tree 
(T ' ,~  <') will be an end extension of every To, , /3<a. For ~eD we define 
b(q)= {re T' t (3/3 <a) (6e  dom(/~,) and t %flpo(~))}. Then b(~) is a cofinal brar.ch 
of T'  for every ~ D. Let T = T 'U  {l(~) [ ~ D} where l(~), ~e D are ordinals 
from K - T' chosen in a minimal way, We order T by ~<'r so that (T, ~<T) is an end 
extension of (T', ~<') and so that l(~) extends b(~) for every ~ D. If (T, I) is a 
condition put A((pe 1/3 < or)) = (T, l). Otherwise let A((pe I/3 < a)) = 0. 
Now, let us prove that A so defined witnesses almost K-closedness of KP(r). So 
let (Pa [/3 < a) be a decreasing sequence from KP(K) such that P8 = a(p~ 1 3' < 6) 
for every limit 8<a and assume iim(o0, a<r .  Let (T,~<T) and 
l: ~ {dom(lo,) I/3 < a } ---> the last level of T be defined from (po I/3 < a) as above. The 
only nontrivial part is to prove that T contains no A-Aronszajn nor v-Cantor 
subtrees for every A and v assuming dom(lp~)={dom(/o) [ 3'<~} for every limit 
8<or. 
Assume the contrary, i.e. that, for example, T contains a A-Aronszajn subtree 
$=(S ,  ~<TNS 2) where A <K is a regular uncountable cardinal. To simplify 
notation w.l.o.g, we may assume tx = A and ReS ~_the last level of Tp~, for every 
/3 < a. Also from now on we shall write T~ and l~ instead of Tpo and lo~ for/3 < A. 
Pick xe~RoS for every /3<A. If /3<X and lim(/3), then dom(/~)= 
[_1 {dom(/~) I V<~}, so we can find a * </3 and ,(/3)~dom(/~) so that /0(~(/3))= 
xe. Denote this 6 by f(/3). This defines a regressive mapping f: {/3 <A I lim(/3)}---> 
A. Hence there exist ~' < A and stationary X c_ {/3 < A I lim(/3)} so that f"(X) = {8'}. 
Since IR6,SI<A, lv(~(/3))¢ RvS for every /3~X and since l~' is bijection we can 
also assume that for some ~' ~ dom(lp~,), ~(/3) = ~' for every/3 ~ X. Let/3, 3' ~ X and 
/3 < 3'. Then by the definition of f and the property (5) of pa <~p~ we have 
xa =/~(~')<v/,(~') = x~. This means that {x~ I/3 ~X} is a A-chain of S, contrary to 
the assumption $ is a A-Aronszajn tree. 
Assume now that $ =(S, ~<r ~S ~) is a v-Cantor subtree of T. Hence there is a 
cardinal o~<6~v such that V$=6+1,  [S~6I~v but IR,Sl>v. Clearly we can 
assume that R~S ~_ the last l~evel of T. For /3 <a let Ba ={te the last level of 
Ta l t  <~Ts for some s ~ R,S}. If [Bal > 3" for some/3 < a, then we easily conclude 
that T,, contains a v-Cantor subtree, contrary to the assumption pa ~KP(~). 
Hence we can assume IBo[~ v for every/3 <a.  Suppose cf(a)> v. Since ISt~l<~v 
we can find a /3<a such that S~_T a. For every s~R~S there is a unique 
t(s) ~ the last level of T a such that t(s) <~.s. Since S~8 ~_ T o we have t(s) ¢ t(s') for 
s, s'~ R~S, s¢  s'. Hence (S~)  O{t(s) I s ~ RvS} determines v-Cantor subtree of T a, 
contradiction. Hence cf(a)~<v. Let (/3v['v<cf(ot)) be an increasing sequence 
cofinal with ct and let Av=I~2(B~),  for -r<cf(a). Let A=U {Av [3~<cf(a)}, 
then IAi<-v . c f (a)=v.  It is not hard to check that R~S~_I"(A). This implies 
IR, Sl <- iAI <<-v since l is 1-1. But this contradicts to the assumption that [R,S[ > 1,. 
This completes the proof. 
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Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+GCH and let P=[KP(~)]  M, where x is an 
uncountable regular cardinal in M. Let G be an M-generic subset of P. Then by 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 we have that M and M[G]  have the same cardinals and 
cofinalities. Let 
r = (U {% I p ¢ G}, U {~ I p ~ G}), 
then T is a normal K-Kurepa tree in M[G]  (see [6 or 2]). Define 
b(tj) ---- {t ~ T I (3p6 G) (~e dom(/~,) and t ~;,,1~(~))}, 
for every ~<~c +. Then b(,~) is a h-branch of T for every ~<~+. 
Lemma 5.4. In M[G], T contains no A-Aronszajn nor v-Cantor subtrees, [or every 
A and v. 
Proof. By the: definition of KP(r) it is sufficient to show that T contains no 
K-Aronszajn subtrees. 
Assume the contrary, i.e., that for some p e G and ~ ¢ M Rc~P) 
p I1-'.~ is an unbounded initial part of ~ with no k-branches'. 
We work further in M. Let A:~KP(~)---~ KP(K) be the mapping defined in the 
proof of Lemraa 5.3. Let i: K ---> K x K be such a bijection that j(a) :: (/3, ,/) implies 
/3 <~ a. Now we define a decreasing sequence (p, I a < K) of elemew~s of KP(K) by 
induction on cz as follows. Let P0 =P and p, = A((p~ [/3 < a)) if lim(ot) and a < K. 
Assume now~ a = 6 + 1 and j(/3) = (V, 8). ~et ?~ = po if ~ ~> tp(dom(/p)), where 
dom(/0~) is we, ll-ordered as a set of ordi,.lals. Assume now 8 <tp(dom(/v,)). Let 
~ dom(/p,) be. the 6th element. Since pa 1~-'~(~)  S' there exist x ¢ K and p,, ~ pa 
such that p~ Ib-'i~/~(~)-~{' Assurr, e x'~ T~. This completes the definition of 
(P~ I c~ < K). L,~t 
C = {¢~ < ~ I lim(a) and (/3 < a ~ j-1(/3 x/3) c a and tp(dom(lp,)) <a)}. 
Then C is a closed unbounded subset of K. Fix a ~ C. Hence p,, = A((pa t [3 <a))  
and dom(/p,,) ----{dom(/p,) [/3 < a}. Let ~,Tp, = 8o + 1. Let ~ dom(/oo) be arbitrary, 
then there exist 3', 8 < a such that ~ ~ dom(/o ) and ~ is the 8th element of this set. 
Let /3=j- l (y,  8 )<a.  Taen p~+IIF'~/~(~)L~ ' for some x~T~,, c_Tp. So we 
i ,  ' ' f  , ~ "---I have p~ t- !o.(~)~ S', for every/5~ dom(/v,.) , hence p,~ Ii- R~,~PN~, = Re~Tp, t~ = O' 
which contra,:licts p,~.-Zpo=p. This covapletes the proof of Lemma 5.4 and 
Theorem 5.1. 
Now we are goivg to extend Theorem 5.1 to cover the class of all regular 
(non-weakly compect) cardinals using Easton's method [10]. 
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Theorem 5o5. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+V =L. Then there is a generic extension 
M[ G] of M, having the same cardinals and cofinalities, such that in M[ G] hold: 
(i) The classes of weakly compact cardinals in V and in L coincide; 
(ii) For each regu/ar uncountable and non-weakly compact cardinal K there 
exists a K-Suslin tree; 
(iii) For each regular uncountable and non-weakly compact cardinal K there 
exists a K-Kurepa tree with no ~t-Aronszajn or v-Cantor subtrees for every A and 
v; 
(iv) GCH. 
Proof. Let X be the class of all regular uncountable and non-weakly compact 
cardinals in M. Let us tefine a partially ordered class C (in M) in the following 
way: 
fe  C iff f is a function with dom(f ) _X  so that: 
(1) f(K)~ KP(K), for every K e dora(f); 
(2) [k ndom(f)[<X, for every regular cardinal }t. 
The ordering ~< on C is defined by: f~< g iff dora(f)~dom(g) and f(K)~ g(K), 
for every ~ e dora(g). 
For regular k let 
C~={[~Cldom(f)c_XN(h+l)},  C ~ = {f~ C I dora(f) N(X + 1) = O}, 
h=f l (XN(h+l ) )  and fx=f -h ,  forevery f~C. 
It is easy to check that f~'~(h, f~) is an isomorphism of C and Cx x C x whose 
inverse takes (f, g) into fU g. Let G be an M-generic subclass of C and M[G] the 
corresponding generic extension (see [37 or 32, Section 12]). Let Gx ={h I fe  G} 
and GX={fx[f~G},  then Gx is an M-generic subset of Cx and G x is an 
M[ Q ]-generic subclass of C A and M[G] =M[Gx][G x] (see [32, Section 12]). 
[,emma 5.6. Ch satisfies k÷-c.c, and C x is almost A+-closed, for every regular 
cardinal ~. More precisely, if C~ = {re C I dom(f) c_ X n x}, then: 
(a) Each subset of Cx of power A ÷ contains an equinumerous subset of pairwise 
compatible lements; 
(b) Each subset of C;~ of power )t contains an equinumerous subset of pairwise 
compatible lements. 
Proof. Standard application of a generalized A-system lemma (see [15]) and 
I.emma 5.2. 
Lemmn 5.7. Let A be a regular cardinal in M and let h ~ M[ G ] be a mapping from 
X into M. Then h~M[G~]. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of I-~mma 12.2 in [32] or Lemma 60 in [17]. 
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For our partially ordered class C we have a lemma analogous to I.emma 12.1 in 
[32] for Easton's class, consequently, by virtue of [32, Section 12 or 37; Section 
4], we irffer that M[G]  is a countable transitive model of ZFC. 
The facts that M and M[G]  have the same cardinals and cofinalities and that 
GCH holds in M[G] are proved using arguments from [32, Section 12]. For K e X 
define, in /~G~]  
T(K) := (U {Tf~) [ f~ G~ and K e dora(f)}, 
U {<<-f~,)lf~ G, and K ~dom(/)}). 
Then T(K) is in MI-G~] a K-Kurepa tree with no A-Aronszajn nor v-Cantor 
subtrees for every X~ u and every v. Therefore we have to prove that T(K) 
contains no u-.Aronszajn subtree in M[G,] (and therefore in M[G]  by virtue of 
Lemma 5.7). Let us observe that in this way we shall prove (iii) of the theorem if 
we prove previously the condition d). 
Lemma 5.8. M[G, ]~'T(K) contains no K-Aronszajn subtrees'. 
Proof, Since C~=C'xKP(~)  we have M[G, ] ]=M[GNC' IGAKP(K) ]= 
M[GNKP(K) IGNC' ]  while the corresponding eneric conditions hold. By 
Lemma 5.4 we know that T(K)~ M[GNKP(K)]  contains no K-Aronszajn sub- 
trees, so by Lemma 5.6(ii) it is enough to prove the following sublemma. 
Sublemma. Let K > to be a regular cardinal, P a K-c.c. poser and T a normal 
(K, K)-tree which contains no K-Aronszajn subtrees. Then 
PIt-'~t" contains no k-Aronszajn subtrees'. 
Proof, Assume the contrary, i.e., that there is a peP  and a term ~ of the 
P-forcing language such that p lt-'5~ :s an initial part of T of height k without 
k-branches'. Define 
U = {x ~ T I (::lq ~ p) (q ~< p and q ff-'i ~ ~')}. 
Obviously, U is an initial part of T of height K. Since T contains no K-Aronszajn 
subtrees, there is a •-branch bG U. Since p l t - ' /~S '  we have pll- 
'(=la < K) (S f'~ (/~ - ~/'~'a) =0)'. Since P is a K-c.c. poset, there exists an a < K, such 
that p IF ~ fl (/~i_ "l~,&) = O. Let {x} = b I"1R,,T, then there exists a q ~ P, q <~ p such 
that q l l - ' i~S' ,  since xEbc_U. But this is a contradiction since q<~p implies 
q I~'~ n(b- ¢'I~) :: ¢'. 
Let us now prove (i) of the theorem, i.e., that the classes of weakly compact 
cardinals .~/and M[G] coincide, since L Mt~71 = M. Firstly, every weakly compact 
cardinal from M~G] is weakly compact in M (see [4, Chapter 15]). 
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l~mma 5.9. Let M be a c. t.m. o[ ZFC, and let C and P be partially ordered sets in 
M, such that MP 'C  saaslies X-c.c. and P is almost A-closed', where A is a regular 
uncountable cardinal in M. Let G be ~n M-generic subset of C×P and let 
Gc = {p ~ C [ (p, 1) e G} and G o = {q ~ P [ (~, q) ~ G}. Let T in M[ Gc] be a normal 
A-tree without A-branches. Then T has no A-branches in M[ G]. 
Proof. First, Gc is an M generic subset of C and Ge is an M[Gc]-generic subset 
of P and M[G]  = M[GclGe].  W.l.o.g. we may assume that T = (p, ~<T), where p 
is an ordinal. Since we shall be simultaneously considering two forcing relations 
we shall avoid the explicit distinction between the elements of the various generic 
extensions and their names in the corresponding forcing language. 
Suppose that the lemma does not hold, i.e., that in M[G]  there exists a 
A-branch b of T. So, there is a q ~ Ge such that: 
q Ik~to, l 'b is a A-branch of T'. 
This means that there is a p e Gc such that 
p II-cM'[T is a normal A-tree and q II-~t~,:~'[b is a A-branch of T]']'. 
From now on we work in M. 
Claim. Let 3,<A, q6e P and q6<~q. Then there exists q'<~q'o such that 
p IF c '(3x ~ RvT) (q' ]l-p 'x ~ b')'. 
Proof. Standard application of well-known Easton's argument (see [7, Lemma 
3.6]). 
Now we define a decreasing sequence (q~ [~t <A)  of elements of P. Let 
A:zP--* P witness almost A-closedness of P. Let qo=q and q~ = A(qol/3 <a)  if 
l im(a), a < A. Now, assume a =/3 + 1. By the claim there is a q, ~< q0 such that 
p Ikc '(3x ~ Rt~T) (q, II-p 'X E b')'. (1) 
This completes the definition of the sequence (q~lct <A). Since pc Gc, we have 
that (1) implies 
M[Gc]~(Va < A) (=Ix e R~T) (q,~+l tI-p 'x e b'). (2) 
We place, ourselves in M[Gc]. So for every a < A we can choose x~ e R~T, such 
that q, +1 iF e 'x,~ ~ b'. Let a </3 < A. From q~. ~ ~< q, + ~ we infer q~ + 1 II'e'x,, x~ ~ b', 
hence x, <-rX~. This proves that {x, [a<A} is a A-branch of T, which is a 
contradiction, since T has no A-branches. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 5.10. Every weakly compact cardinal in M is weakly compact in M[ G] as 
well. 
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Proof. Asswne the contrary, i.e., that there is a weakly compact cardinal K in M 
which is not weakly compact in M[G]. Since K is an inaccessible cardinal in 
M[G], there is, in M[G], a K-Aronszajn tree T=(K, ~<r). Again assume a <r/3 
implies a </3. T~M[G~]  by Lemma 5.7. Let f~  G, force all of that. From now 
on we work in M. 
S:tnce KCX, we have C~=C' .  By Lemma 5.6(b) C" satisfies K-c.c., hence 
C'~RO(C ' )c_V~.  Let T ' :KXK-~B be a mapping defined by T'(a, tg) = 
f^ll~ <~11- The sentence fll-< '(Vx c_ ~) (x is not a cofina! branch of ~r)' is a HI 
sentence which holds in the structure (V , ,~ ,C ' ,B ,  T', {f}) (see [29, p. 42] for 
details). Since K is a weakiy compact cardinal there is an inaccessible h < K so that 
T IX =(h, ~<'r N h2)~ M[G f~,Cf,] and so that the above sentence holds in the 
strY~cture (V, ~, C~, RO(CI,), T 'th,  {f}). This means that T~A is, in M[G I"1C~,], a 
normal h-tree without h-branches. 
Let x~RxT and b =( ' ,x)T  (in M[G~]). By Lemma 5.7 we have bcM[G~]= 
M[GNC'x IGNKP(A) ] .  Moreover, C~. satisfies k-c.c, while KP(X) is almost 
h-closed. This. means that M, C~, KP(it), T Ik  and b contradict o Lemma 5.9. 
Lemma 5.11. Let C be a K-C.C. and o be an almost K-closed poser, where K > to is a 
regular cardinal. Let T be a K-Suslin tree such that Cl~-"I" is a ~-Suslin tree'. Then 
Cx  PIF'7" is a ~-Suslin tree'. 
Proof. Let Q =(T, >/1"), then Q is a K-C.C. poset. It is welt known that Ctl-"l F is a 
~-Suslin tree' iff C× Q is K-c.c. (see [2]) and that T is K-Suslin iff Q satisfies 
K-c.c. Hence C× Q satisfies K-c.c. and we have to prove P I I - ' (~×0 satisfies 
~-c.c.', i.e., we have to prove that if P is an almost K-closed poset and R a K-c.c. 
poset, then PII-'/~ is a g-c.c, poset'. But this is well known and easy to prove. 
The following lemma is well known and easy to prove using the arguments from 
the proof of I_emma 5.11. 
Lemma 5.12 ~. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal and let C be a poser with the 
property that every subset of C of power K contains an equinumerous subset of 
pairwise compatible lements. Then if T is a K-Suslin tree, then C iI-"F is a ~-Suslin 
tree'. 
Let us now prJve the statement (ii) of the theorem, i.e., that, in M[G], for 
every regular uw:ountable non-weakly compact cardinal K there exists a K-Suslin 
tree. Using (i) we know that K is not weakly compact in M, so there exists a 
K-Suslin tree T in M (see [18 or 4]). By Lemma 5.7 it sufficient o prove that T is 
K-Suslin in M[ ,3~]. 
Since rex  we have C~-C~,xKP(K) and thus M[G~]=M[GNC' ]x  
[G nKP(K)] ~hile the corresponding generic conditions hold. By I_emma 5.6(b) 
C" satisfies "~he condition from Lemrna 5.12, hence T is K-Suslin in/~ffG fh C'j.  
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So C" and KP(K) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.11, hence T is K-Suslin in 
M[G~]. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.5. 
At  the end of this section let us observe that according to tt~e sublemma of 
Lemma 5.8 we have a Kurepa tree with no Aronszajn subtrees in various 
situations uch as MA+~CH . . . .  
6. On a problem o| $ikorski 
Let K I> to be a regular cardinal and A be an ordered abelia~ group such that 
(a, [ a <r )  is a strictly decreasing sequence converging to the unit element 0e A. 
Let X be a set and let p:X  × X---~ [0, ")A bea  function such that: (i) p(x, y)= 0 iff 
x=y;  (ii) p(x,y)<~p(x, z )+p(y ,z ) ,  p is called a r-metric on X (see [35]). A 
topological space is called K-metrizable iff it has the topology generated by some 
K-metric. It is well known that the to-metrizable spaces are the usual metrizable 
spaces. A topolo~ical space X is K-compact iff every open cover of X has a 
subcover of power < K. 
In [35, p. 132] Sikorski asked whether for every regular cardinal K >1 to there 
exists a K-metrizable K-compact space of cardinality > K. If r = oJ the example of 
such a space is the Cantor set. In connection with this question Juh~tsz and Weiss 
[ 19] proved that there exists a r-metr izable K-compact space of power ~ iff there 
exists a (K, r) -tree It" with A cofinal branches with no r -Aronszajn subtrees. 
Hence using Theorem 3.2 they proved the consistency of existence of (Ol- 
metrizable to~-compact space of power >to1. Using Theorem 5.5 we have the 
consistency of a positive answer to Sikorski's problem. 
Theorem 6.1. It is consistent with ZFC that for every regular cardinal r >I to there 
exists a K-metrizable K-compact space of po~ver > K. 
It is well known that the cardinality of a compact metric space is either 
countable or equal to 2% So it is natural to ask whether the cardinality of an 
to~-metric tol-compact space is either ~<,~ or equal to 2 '~. We shall prove here 
that the answer to this question can be negative. Let us mention that in [20] 
Kunen considers a generalization, in a different direction, of the above result. 
Theorem 6.2,. It is consistent with ZFC that there exists an tol-metric tol-compac~ 
space X, such that to~<lXt<2 ~'' 
Proof. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+2 '° =tol+2'~'>to2 andlet P=[KP(K)]  M. Then 
according to Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 we have that M and M[G] have the same 
cardinals and cofinalities and M[G]~2 "° =oJ~ and 2~,>to.,, where G is an M-  
generic subset of P. By the proof of Lemma 5.4 we can conclude that T = T(G) is 
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a Kurepa tree with no Aror.szajn subtrees and has exactly to2 cofinal branches. 
Now using [19, Theorem 4] we have that in M[G]  there exists an oh-metric 
a~l-compact space X, such that to1 < IXl<2",. 
7. On a problem of Erd6s and Hajnal 
In [12, Problem I] Erd6s and Hainal formulate the following statement and ask 
what happens to it if we assume GCH. 
t/~: If 4' is an order type 6uch that 14'[=to2 but to2, to~q;4', then there is a 
#/-<.4, such that t,/'1-" h but to,, tot*¢~. 
At first we shall transla',e • in terms of trees and subtrees. 
Theorem 7.L -n~ is equivalent o the existence of either a Kurepa tree with no 
Aronsza]n subtrees or an o>,-Aronsza]n tree with no Aronszajn nor Cantor subtrees. 
Proof. (<--) Let T = (T, ~<T) t:e a normal (t01 + 1)-tree such that Tltol is a Kurepa 
tree with r~o Aronszajn (nor Cantor) subtrees and IT, J = to2. Let < be a natural 
ordering of T. Then, by Propositiol~: 2.4 and 2.5, 4' = tp(T, <) contradicts ~ since 
clearly [4'1 = oJ2 and d(4,)= to1. Assume now that T = (T, <~T) is an to2-Aronszajn 
tree with no Aronszajn nor Cantor subtrees. Let < be a natural ordering of T. 
Then, by Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, 4, =tp(T, <) contradicts • if we prove 
to 2, o*~4,.  But this is only an to2-case of the first part of Proposition 2.1. 
(--~) Assume -lff~, i.e., that there exists an order type 4, of r, ower to2 with 
properties to 2, to2*~ 4, but ~ot~<~ or ~o~<~ ~bfor every $~<4', I$1 =t , .  The follow- 
ing two cases are possible. 
(a) There exists 4 ' '~  4' such that 14''1 = ~2 and d(4' ' )= oJi; 
(b) If ~'~<4' and 14''1= ~o2, then d(4' ' )=to 2.
If Case (a) holds, then Propositions 2.3 (second part) and 2.4 (second part) give us 
a Kurepa tree with no Ar, onszajn subtrees. If Case (b) holds, then the to2-case of 
the second part of PropoSition 2.1 together with Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 give us 
an ~2-Aronszajn tree with no Aronszajn nor Cantor subtrees. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
The following theorem follows directly from Theorems 7.1 and 3.2. 
Theorem 7.2 (De.vlin). If V = L, then ~t~. 
Theorem 7.1 and 4.1 directly ~ve the following theorem, providing an essen- 
tially different order type denying ~, from the one obtained in the proof of 
Theorem 7.2. 
Tlu,'orem 7.3. If D, then 7~. 
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In connection with Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 naturally arises the question of 
consistency of ZFC + GCH + q~ (see [5, p. i60 and 16, Abstract]). We shall prove 
here that the following strong form of • is consistent with ZFC+GCH:  
~:  If 4) is an order type such that 14)i=~,~ but ~o2, a~*~4), then 0<~4) for 
every order type O, 1¢1 = ¢o~. 
Theorem 7.4. Con(ZFC +'there is a weakly compact cardinal') 
Con(ZFC + GCH + k~). 
Proof. Let M be a c.t.m, of ZFC+GCH,  K be a weakly compact cardinal in M 
and P =[P(K)] M (see Section 4). Let G be in M-generic subset of P, then 
¢o~=o~ |°~, K =o~ tC~l and M[G]~GCH.  Let us prove M[G]~.  Assume the 
contrary, i.e., that in M[G]  there exists a caunterexample 4) for 1/'. Let us 
consider (in M[G]) the following two cases: 
Case (b): d(4)')= oJ2 for every 4)' ~<~b, [4)'1 = ¢J2. Let T be a partition tree of 4). 
That T is an ~o2-Aronszajn tree follows from the ¢o2-case of the second part of 
Proposition 2.1. If T contains a subtree isomorphic to (~,2, c ) ,  then using ideas 
from the proofs of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 it is easy to ~ee that 4) contains an 
7h-set, hence every order type of power <~¢o~, contradiction. So in M[G]  we have 
an ¢o2-Aronszajn tree which contains no (~,2, ~ ). But this contradicts the proof of 
Theorem 4.4, for it is about the same model. 
Case (a): There exist~ 4)'---<4), such that 14)'1--~ but d(4)')~< ~ol. As in the proof 
of the second part of Proposition 2.3 (using CH) we can construct a partition tree 
T of 4) such that 3,T=¢o1+1, ITIoJ~i=¢o~ and S=T~o~ is an ¢o~-tree with oJ2 
cofinal branches. As above we conclude that $ contains no subtree isomorphic to 
(~'2, c ) .  Since ISlMt~= ~o,, there exists an uncountable regular (in M) cardinal 
A < K such that S e M[G n Px]. Since K is an inaccessible cardinal in M[G N Px], 
there exists an ¢o~-branch b of S such that bsM[G]=M[GNPx] [GOP ~] but 
b~M[GAPx] .  However, this means that M[GOPx] ,  PX~ S and b directly 
contradict Lemma 4.3. So Case (a) also does not hold. This completes the proof. 
Corollary "/.5. Con(ZFC +'there is a weakly compact cardinal') --~ 
Con(ZFC + GCH + q~). 
Some large cardinal assumption in Corollary 7.5 is also necessary, since q~ 
implies --1I-'1 (Theorem 7.3) and --1[:] implies that ¢o2 is a Mahlo cardinal in L (see 
[18, p 286]). However, we don't know whether we can change 'weakly compact' 
to 'Mahlo' in 7.5 (or 7.4). 
Finally, let us consider the following generalization of the statement qb, where K 
is a regular uncountable cardinal. 
~ :  If 4) is an order type of power K but K, K*~4), then there exists z~ 
regular A < K and ¢ ~4)such that [0[ = h but A, A*~ 0. 
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Note that qb = q~ and that ff~,o, does not hold. Using the arguments from the 
proof of Theorem 7.1 one can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.6. If  x = X + for some A, then -n~ is equivalent to the disjunction of the 
foUowing two statements. 
(a) There is a A-Kurepa tree with no v-Aronszajn or t~-Cantor subtrees for every 
v and IX. 
(b) There is a tc-Aronszajn tree ~¢ith no v-Aronszajn nor w-Cantor subtrees [or 
every v # K and every g. 
If K is a limit O'egular) cardhtal, then -n~, is equivalent to the existence o[ a 
K-Aronszajn tree with no v-Aronszain or ix-Cantor subtrees [or every v# K and 
every Ix. 
Using 4.8 and 7.6 we have: 
Theorem 7.7. [-q. implies ~ .  
Using 4.9 and 7.6, if V = L, we ~-et: ~K *-> K is weakly compact, i.e., we have the 
following: 
Theorem 7.8. I f  V = L, then ~ff~,: for every regular non-weakly compact cardinal 
K>to. 
8. The Turepa hypothesis and order types 
In Section 2 we had a translation of the Kurepa hypothesis into terms of order 
types, i.e., we proved that KH is equivalent with the existence of order type ~ of 
power >to1 and density to~ which contains no real uncountable subtype. We shall 
also find such a statement for the generalized Kurepa hypothesis. 
The following form of the Kurepa hypothesis is due to Chang [3]. Let K, A be 
uncountable cardinals and k ~< K. Say KH(~, A) iff there is ~C_~B(K) such that 
[~[>K and I{fNx lfc~}l--<lxl+to for all XC_K, Ix[<A. 
Proposition 8.1. Let r be an uncountable cardinal. Then KH(K, K) is equivalent 
with the existence of an order type 4, with properties: 
(i) I~bl> K; 
(ii) d(~b) ~< K ; 
(iii) d (¢ )= Iq'[ for every ¢<~¢ o[ power <~K. 
Proof. (--~) Let ~ __q &(K) be a family satisfying KH(K, K). We shall also consider ~: 
as a subset of ~ 2. Define T = T(9;) = (T, c.) by T = {t e ~ 21 t c f for some f ~ ~:}. 
Then IR~TI ~< lal +to for every a < K since ~ is a KH(K, K)-family. In particular 
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ITI'~K. The elements of ~ we shall also identify with K-branches of T. For two 
incomparable s, t~TO~ define p(s, t)=min{a I s~,¢t,,}. Let < be the lexico- 
graphical ordering of ~: and let 4~ = tp(~, -<). Let us prove that th satisfies (i)-(iii). 
Since Itbl = [~t> K, (i) is satisfied, while (ii) follows easily from the fact IT[~ < K. Let 
us prove now (iii). Assume the contrary, i.e., that there exists G _c ~ and D c_ G 
such that IDI<IGI~K and such that D is dense in (G, <). W.l.o.g. we may 
assume ~t =[Gt=ID I  +. Define a subtree U of T by induction on the levels 
U,, a < k as follows. Let Uo = {~} and let a < k be such that U o,/3 < a are defined 
and: 
(a) IUot~l f l+to for every t l<e;  
(b) If / '~G and tp({t~ U[a I t c /} , _c )<a,  then there exists t(f)~ Ul'a such 
that t(f)[G]: = {g ~ G I t(f) c g} = {[}; 
(c) I [G]~ for every t~ UIa. 
Case a = {3 + 1. Let t~ U o and let It[G][> 1. Clearly there are to, tt D t of the 
same height in lr so that to[G] and tl[G] are disjoint nonempty and t [G]= 
to[G]U tl[G]. Define U,~ = U {{to, t l}lte Uo and [t[G]l> 1}. 
Case lira(a). Define U~ ={U bib  is an a-branch of U~a and [_1 b[G]#~}. 
That U~ # ~ (in both cases) is straightforward. (a)-(c) in the K-st case and (b)-(c) in 
the second case hold by the induction hypothesis. Let us prove (a) in the second 
case, i.e., [U~l~<[al. Assume the contrary, i.e., that IUl>lal.  Pick f(t)~ t[G] for 
every t~U,~. So IG'I--IU~I>I~I, where O'={f(t)ltEU,,}. Define x= 
{P([, ~.; If, g e G' and /~ g}. Then it is easy to check that x c_ {p(s, t) l s, t e U~ a 
and s IIt}, hence Ixl~<lal. Let f, g~ G' and, for example, f<  g. Then [(~5) = 0 and 
g0$)= 1, where 8 =p([, g)ex.  This means that ~$~_xC'l(g-/), i.e., fNxC:gNx.  
Hence I{fnxtf~}l~lG'l>lxl-~,o which is a contradiction, since ~: is a 
KH(K, K)-family. 
Let U = (.j {U,, J a <h} and U =LU, c) .  Every A-branch of U would determine 
a well-ordered or conversely well-ordered subset of ((3, -<) of power h which is 
impossible, since d(G, <)~<iD[<)t. So for every leG there exists a unique 
t(f)e U, so that t(f)[G]={[}. Since k is regular and IDI<A there is an a <h such 
that VtJ(t(/))< a for every fe  D. Pick t ~ U~ such that It[G]l > 1 (of course such a 
t exists). Since t[G] is a convex subset of ((3, -<) and since D is dense in (G, <) 
there is a f~ D and fE t[G]. Clearly t(f) D_ t which contradicts to the choice of a. 
(~---) Let ~b = tp(E, <)  be an order type satisfying (i)-(iii). Let D = {x, l a < K} 
be a sense subset of (E, <).  As in the proof of Proposition 2.3 we can construct, 
by induction on the levels T,, a ~<K, a partition tree T of (E, <)  such that 
IT~d~<tat+~o for every a<K (using (iii)). Hence T,={{x}[x~E'} for some 
E'c_E, IE ' I> K. For x~E'  define b(x)={I~ T[K Ix~I}. Then b(x) is a K-branch 
of T~ and b(x)#b(y) for every x ,y~E '  x#y.  Thus ~:={b(x) [x~E '}  is a 
collection of > K subsets of T['~. For the proof of KH(K, K) it is sufficient o show 
that t{b(x)nXlx~E'}l~lXl+o~ for every X~_Tt~, lXl<,~. Assume the con- 
trary, i.e., that there exists an infinite X~_ T[K, ]X[<K and F~_E', IFI>IXI such 
that b(x)NX#b(y)nX for every x, y~F,  x#y.  Thus, b(x)OX is a branch of 
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(X, ~_) for every xcF.  W.l.o.g. we may assume l im(tp(b(x)NX, D)) for every 
x a F. Let I and J be members of a node N of (X, ~).  Define I < , j  iff x < y for 
every x ~ I and y ¢ J. Let < be the lexicographical order of B = {b(x) f3 X I x ¢ F} 
induced by the above orderings of nodes of the tree (X, ~).  It  is easy to cheek 
that d(B, <)~ IX[ < IF{ = IBI and that x ~ b(x )NX is an isomorphism of linearly 
ordered sets (F, < f'l F 2) and (B, <). Hence d(F, < f3 F 2) < ]FI contradicting the 
assumption that d~ = tp(E, <)  satisfies (iii). This completes the proof. 
The following statement yields a version of the two cardinal Kurepa hypothesis 
in terms of order types. Assumption ci the GCH is done {or the sake of simplicity. 
The proof is almost identical to the proof of Proposition 8.2 and GCH is used to 
prove IT($:)I~< K in the (--+)-part and ITt~l<-K in the (*---)-part of the proof. 
Proposition 8.2 (GCH). Le; K >~)t >to. Then KH(K, A) is equivalent to the exis- 
tence of an order type ~b with properties: 
(i) 1¢,1> ~; 
(ii) d(~b) <~ K ; 
(iii) d(4') = Iqll for every t~ ~b of power <~ A. 
For the purposes of Section 10 we also have the following version of 
KH(too, too)- 
Proposition 8.3. KH(to,,,, to,,) is equivalent to the existence of an order type 4' with 
properties: 
(i) 161> to,~ ; 
(ii) d(,b)<~,o~,; 
(iii) /f 0~<~, and Iq~i=tox, then to, <~qJ. 
Proof. (-+) Let ~c_~9(o,o) be a family satisfying KH(oo, o,o). We shall also 
consider ~ as a subset of ~'.o2. Let 8 =to~ + 1. Define T={t~2l tc_ f  for some 
f~gr} and T=(T,  ~). Hence [R~TI~Ia[+o for every a <too, and R,~T=$~ has 
power >tow. Let us consider the following (to+l)-subtree U of T. R,U=R~,.T 
for every n ~< oJ. Then U satisfies the following condition: 
(*) If Xc_R,,U is uncountable, then so is {t~ U['o I t c f  for some reX}.  
Assume the contrary, i.e., that for some uncountable X. set Y = {t E Ul'to I t c: f for 
some f~X} is countable. Defit~e x ={Off, g) lf, g eX  and f#g}.  Then x c_. 
{O(s, t) ls, t~ Y md s I1 t}, hence Ixl-<to, As in the proof of Proposition 8.1 we 
have f f l x# gNx for every f, g~X,  f¢: g. This means that I{ff3x If~}l>~lxl> 
Ix l+o, contrary to the assumption that ~ satisfies KH(to~,, too,). 
For every :lode N of U fix a well-ordering <N. Let < be: the corresponding 
natural ordering of U and let d~ = tp(U, <). Then ~b satifies (i)--(iii). (i) follows 
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from [Ul>to, o and (it) follows from the easy fact that U~to is dense in (U, <). (iii) 
follows from Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 since by (*) U contains no Aronszajn nor 
Cantor subtrees (and since, clearly, to* ~ cb). 
(~--) Let ~b = tp(E, <)  be an order type with properties (i)-(iii). By Proposition 
8.1 it is enough to prove d(~b)=loJI for every ¢~<~b, I~1<~,~. Let us prove this by 
induction on I¢1. If kbl=ah, then d(ff)=tot since tol~<¢ by (iii). Assume I¢[ = 
a~.+t (n I>1) and that d(x)=lgl for every X~b.  IqJl~<aJ .. Assume the contrary, 
i.e., d(~)<oJ.+~ By the inductive hypothesis we have d(¢)=to.. Using the 
a~.-case of Pr,~position 2,3 we can construct a partition tree T of ~ of height 
o J .+ l  so that [Tc,[~.lot[+aJ for every a<¢o.  and, hence IT, J=eo .+l .  For IeT,,,,, 
define b(I) ={J~ T[to. I It_J}. Then b(I) is an a~.-branch of T~to. and b(I) # b(I') 
for L I ' e  T~,,., I# l ' .  Every Ie  T.,,, is of the form {x(D} for some x( l )eE  and, by 
assumption ~o1" ~ ¢ (and a~./> toO, we can find J ( / )e  b(I) so that x(I)= max(J(/)). 
Clearly I,--~J(I) is an 1-1 mapping of T,~. into T [o  which is a contradiction since 
[T[to.[<lT.,.I. This completes the proof. 
Let us observe that in the proof of the direct implication of Proposition 8.3 we 
used only KH(to,~, too and IT l' too, 1 <~ too. Since the last condition is guaranteed, e.g., 
by GCH, we proved the following statement. 
Proposition 8.4 (GCH), The following three conditions are pairwise quivalent. 
(a) KH(a~, ¢o~,); 
(b) KH(~.,, toO; 
(c) There exists an order type dp such that: 
(i) [6l>to~; 
(it) d(~b) <~to,o ; 
(iJi) If ¢<~qb and I~l-tol, then tol<-¢. 
9. On stepping-up implications 
In this section we shall use the model of Theorem 5.5 in order to study some 
questions connected with partition relations. 
An application is connected wi~ the ordinary partition relation (I relation) from 
[13]. Let l~<r<to and let K, u, Ae,~<to be any cardinal numbers. The relation 
K -'~ (A~)~<~ (i) 
means the following statement: For every partition [K]" = U {I~ ] ~ < v} of the set 
[K] '={A IA_cK, tAl=r}, there is a ~o<V and a X_cK such that IXl=A~o and 
[X] r c_Ie, ~. The partition (I~)~<v i,~ called an r-partition of the set K, v is its type. 
First and fundamental results concerning these relations read (~:e [13]; K ----~ ,1, in 
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2-5): 
(1) o --* (to)~", l<~m,n<to,  
(2) (2~) + -o (K +, (2~)+) 2, 
(3) exp,(K)+---~(K+)~ +l, n<a~, 
(4) ,~ --, (to, K) ~, 
(5) exp.(K).,-~.(K+)2 +l, n<to,  
(Ramsey [30]); 
(Erd6s-Rado [15], Kurepa [25]); 
(Erd6s-Rado [15], Kurepa [28]); 
(Dushnik-Miller [9]); 
(Erd6s-Hajnal-Rado [13]). 
Another application of Theorem 5.5 is connected to the square bracket partition 
relations from [13, Section 183. Let 1 ~<r<o and let to, v, Xa, ~<v be any cardinal 
numbers. The relation 
denote the following: For every mapping f:[t~]'-~ v there are ~<v and Xc_ K, 
IXI = A¢ such that ~d f'~X]' (f is called a colouring of the set [K]'). Let us indicate 
some simple properties of (ii): 
(6) The relations K --> (Ao, h,.) ~ a~id K --> [ho, Xl]" are equivalent; 
(7) Let v>--2, then K--~(,k~)~<~ implies K~[A,]~<,.  If ~o<~l<v and K-o 
()t~,, h~,) r, then ~ ~ [h¢]~<~. 
For the proof of the following theorem see [13; Section 18]. 
Theorem 9.1 (Erd6s, Hajnal, Rado). Assume GCH. I f  K >~to, then: 
(a) tc++~[K+]2 ~;
(b) K+~[cf(~) +, (K+L ]2; 
(c) K' , - - ,[t+I,(K+)~.] ', r~>3. 
If K is singular (assuming GCH) the relation (ii) is almost completely examined 
(see [13, Theorems 20, 20A, 21-23]). If K is inaccessible this relation is com- 
pletely examined under the assumption V=L (see [18, Section 6] and [33, 
Corollary 2]). The proof of the following theorem uses these considerations. In 
[31, Theorem 1.2] Shelah proved this theorem for the case K =A + where 
cf(A) = h >~ to. 
Theorem 9.2 (V = L). For every regular uncountable and non-weakly compact 
cardinal t¢ there is ~ colouring [ proving K,,-~[K]~, in which there is no triangle with 
three colours. 
Proof. Let K>c, be a regular non-weakly compact cardinal. By virtue of [18, 
Theorem 6.2] we know that there is a normal K-Suslin tree T =(T, ~T). We may 
assume that tsucc(x)l~ t3'T(x)[, for every x ~ T, where suec(x) denotes the set of 
immediate successors of x in T. Let <~ be a well-ordering of succ(x) of type 
~>3'T(x), for every xc  T. 
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Let r(x, y) denote the "--~T-greatest z ~ T such that z ~<TX and z ~<TY, where 
x,y~T. 
Let x, y ~ T and x ~<TY- The ordinal ~(y)  is defined by: If x = y, then ~(.x) = 
tp(suce(x), <~); If X<Ty and if z csucc(x) is such that x <TZ ~<y, then ~(y)= 
tp({u ~ succ(x) I u <~z}, <~). 
For x, y ~ T, x ~ y define 
f({x, y}) = min{~(x), ~(y)}, 
where z=r(x,y). Let us prove that f:[T]~--->K verifies K+->[K]~. Suppose 
a d f"([X] ~) for so.~e X __q T, Ixt -- K and a ~ ~. We may assume "~(x) > a for every 
xeX,  hence tp(succ(x),-<~)>a for every x~X. Choose z(x)asucc(x) such that 
tp({y~succ(x)lY<~Z(X)},<~)=a, for every xeX. It is easy to check that 
{z(x) [ x ~ X} is an antichain ot T of power K, which is a contradiction since T is a 
K-Suslin tree. It is left to the reader to prove that f has no triangles coloured with 
3 colours. 
In the theory of/-relat ions (i) we have so called stepping-up implications of the 
k r form (see [13]): K-->( ~)~<~ implies K+--->(,~+ ,+l. • 1)~<~, K+-~(h~)~<~ implies K++-> 
(A~ +D'÷l.~<v, where h~+l  is the cardinal sum of h~ and 1, i.e., h~+l  =k~ if h~ ~> to. 
These kinds of implications were used in the proofs of (3) and (5), respectively. 
Therefore the question of the validity of the analogous implications for the square 
bracket partition relations (ii) arises naturally. As a matter of fact in [11, 
Problems 17 and 17A], Erdrs and Hajnal ask: 
- Assume r t> co, 2 ~ r < to and r < }t~ ~ K, ~j < v. Does 
la,+19 (iii) K~,[A~]~<~ imply 2~-~,[h~+.j~<v. 
- Does 2 z'* ~ [tol]~, hold? Or does GCH imply toz +-> [~113 and co. + 1 +-> [tol]~ +z for 
n<to?  
Let us consider the assumptions on cardinals in (iii). First of all we can restrict 
ourselves to the case v 1> 2. Since K >~ to and to ---> (to, to)~ then by virtue of (7) one 
has K ---> [h~]~<~. if there exist ~o<~ < v such that ;%, h~, ~<o~. Thus we can restrict 
ourselves to the case K > to and h~ <~ to for at most one ~ < u. 
Here we are going to prove the consistency of the implication (iii) under some 
restrictions on cardinals J¢ and )t~, ~j < v. On the other hand, it is known that there 
exists a model of ZFC+GCH in which not even the simplest form of the 
implication (iii) holds (see ([12, Problem 17]). At the beginning of every statement 
in which Theorem 5.5 is used we shall write the 'axiom' V=L[G]  instead of 
Con(ZFC) ~ Con(ZFC +" • .). 
Theorem 9.3. (V=L[G]). Let cf(K)=K>to, 2~<r<to, r<ho<-K and to<A~= 
cf(),~)~<K for O<~<v.  Then 
K+-~[h~]~<~ implies 2"+->[A~+ 11r+t xJ~<:v. 
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ProoL  Let T=(T ,  G) be a normal K-Kurepa tree with no A-Aronszajn nor 
v-Cantor subrees, for ewery A and every v. Assume that T is an intial part of ~2 
and that (l~)e<~ is a disjoint r-partition of T satisfying K+-~[A,]¢<~. Let E =E(T)  
be the collection of all u-branches of T. Again we shall identify the members of E 
with corresponding elements of ~2. Since IEI = K ÷ there is a well-ordering < of E 
of type K ÷. Thus, it is sufficient o find an ( r+ 1)-partition of the set E which 
proves r*,,-~[A~ J- l"|r+l xJ~<v" 
Let b, b'G T be any two distinct branches of T. Then R(b, b') denote the 
G-greatest re T such that tc  b and t~ b'. For a set A of branches of T such that 
IA[> 1 we define RA ={R(b, b') ]b, b '~A,  b# b'}. (l~~r),:.:,, is c~efined by 
{bo<" ' "<b.}~l~ ÷~ iff R(b.  bi+Oc R(bi÷l, bi÷2) 
for every i~<r-2  and R{b~ . . . . .  b.}eI"~, 
if 0 < ~ < v, ~h i le  l[~ ÷ t = [E ]  '+t -- U m,-,- 
Let us prove that (I~* l)¢<, satisfies K ~,~,rit,,~ + ,Je~-~ll'*t (obviously, the partition is 
well defined)° Otherwise we coulo consider the following two cases: 
Case (a). There exists XGE such that Ixl=xo+l and [X]r+t f"ll~+l = 0. Let 
X={bo I~<~,,,+l} be enumeration of this set induced by <,  i .e ,  b~<b o iff 
a </3 <Ao+ l. (Obviously we may assume the existence of such an enumeration.) 
By defnit ion ot I~ +1 for ~:>0 we have that l ={R(b,~, b~+t) I c~ <h0} is a chain of T 
and that R(b~, b~+~) c R(b~+l, b~÷2) for every ~ < A~+ 1. So we have R(b,, be~, = 
R(b~,b~+~) for every a</3<ho+l .  [ . t  C={R(b~,,,b,.~,÷O . . . . .  R(b., ,,b~,, .,~)}~ 
[l]' be any member where eto<ct~<'"<a,_ . t<Ao.  Si,.ace R(b..,.b,.,+O= 
R(b,~,,h.,,,) for every i<r - I  we have that C={R(b,~,,.b~,) . . . . .  R(b,. ... b~.._,), 
R(b, . . . .  b,~ .... 0}. l~t  O -= i0,,,, b.,, . . . . .  b,~. ,, b.. ,,~}. Then D~[X]  "*~. It is easy to 
check th..: c : -  ;;.D. By the definition of ( I[ '  t)~<~ this implies that Ce  1[ for some 
>0.  So, [/]" ~ I[~ = 0 contrary to the assumption that (I~)~<~ verifies K ~ [he],<~, 
because Ill = )to. 
Case (b). There are X ___ E and 0 < ~ < v such that IX[ = ha and [X] ~+ ~ I"11~ ÷~ = 
O. 
Claim. Lel Y c_ E be such that A = I YI is a regular uncountable cardinal ~ K. Then 
we car~ find ,~ branch bo of the oee T such that l{R(bo, b) I b ~ Y and b~ bo}l = A. 
Proof. By recursion oll the levels U~, c~ <A we shall construct a subtree U = 
(I3, G ) of T as follows. Let Uo = {0}. Let a < A and let us assume that U~,/3 < 
are defined so that the fMlowing conditions hold: 
(i) [Ue!~l/31+o~, for every B<a;  
(if) if for some bey  we have tp({tE U[c, t t cb} ,  G)<e,  then there is a 
t(b)~ UIo' such that t(b)[Y]:= {b' ~ Y I b' ~ t(b)} = {b}; 
(iii) t [Y]#O, for every t~ U~'a. 
Case 1. a =/3 + 1. Let s~ Ue and let ts[Y]l> 1. Obviously there are So, s l~ T, 
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st,, s, _s  such that so[Y] and s~[Y] are disjoint, nonempty and so[Y]Usa[Y]= 
s[ Y]. Let 
U,, = !_J {{so, sl}ls e Uo and MY]I> 1}. 
The conditions (i)-(iii) are trivially satisfied. 
Case 2. lira(a). Let 
U, ={U l l lc_Ula is an a-branch and {be YIb=l}¢:O}. 
The conditions (ii) and (iii) are trivially satisfied. So we have to prove only that 
IU,~l<~ot. Otherwise the tree Ut (a+l )  would contain an laI-Cantor subtree, 
contrary to the assumption that T contain~ no laI-Cantor subtrees. 
This finishes the construc:i,m of U = (U, _-- ), where U = ~ {U~ t a < A}. So U is 
a (A, A)-subtree of T and since T contains 1~o A-Aronszajn subtrees there exists a 
-branch l of U. Let bo be any branch of T containing I. It is easy to check that bo 
satisfies the claim. 
Let us consider aow our Case (b). Using Claim we can find a branch b of T 
such that [{R(b, b') [ b' ~ X and b' ~ b}l = X¢. Using this we can construct a strictly 
c_-increasing sequence (t. I a < h~) of members of b and a sequence (b~ I a < h~) 
of members of X such that R(b, b,~)= t. for every a<h e We may also assume 
that a </3 < h~ implies b. < b~. Consequently 
{R{lo . . . . .  1,} [ {lo . . . . .  l,}e [{b~ I a < A~}] ~÷'} = [{t~ [a < A~}] ~. 
By the definition of I[ ~ for ~ >0 this implies [{t~la <A,}]" A I~ = 0 contrary to 
the assumption that (I~)~<~ verifies K,,o[A~]~<~. 
This completes the proof. 
The next theorem yields the most general form of Problem 17A of Erdfs and 
Hajnal. 
Theorem 9.tl. (V = L[G]). If K is a regular uncountable and non-weakly compact 
cardinal, then 
KI"~+,~,[K]~ +2, for every n<to. 
ProoL Let K >to be a regular non-weakly compact cardinal. By virtue of the 
proof of Theorem 9.2 we have K+-~[K]~ since we have a K-Suslin tree. By 
Theorem 9.3 this relation can be stepped up and in this way we get the relations 
K~'~+,,-~[K]~"+2, for every n <to. 
Let us o~ention that Shore [33] proved the consistency of K0°+,~-~[K]~ +2 for the 
case K =A + and n = 1. Using Theorem 9.3 we can step up the relations from 
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Theorem 9.1; so v.~ get the following: 
Theorem 9.5. ( V = L [  G ]). I [  ~ m to, then: 
(a) K("+ii++'i[l-f(tC)+,(te+),<+] "+~, for  n<to ;  
(b) K~"+lt++->[r+n+l,(K+)~+] '÷", for n<to  and  3<~ r<co. 
Now we are going to use Theor~.ra 5.5 for another kind of part it ion relat ion 
from [13, Se,:tion 19]. Ia.~t, for each ~< v, the symbol F e denote either a cardinal 
A e or a pair [i~] of finite cardinals. ~hen the relation 
,,: - - ,  [re L:,, ( :v )  
is said to l;,~ld if the following is satisfied. Whenever  [K ] '=  U {I~ I~<v} is a 
disjoint r-lzarfition, ti~er, there always exist a set X __. K and ~ < v such that either 
re = xe, IXl = Ae and [X]" D I e = 0, or r e = [i~], IXl = ie and I[X]' D (U  {Ie' i .~' d: ~5, 
~'<: v})l>~k. 
In [13, Section 19] Erd6s, Iqajnal and Rado proved, assuming GCH,  that 
+ rr,~-ll K+], K++->[[r~l], (~ ~)~+]' and ~ ~ ~ ,: ~, hold for every K >~to and 3~<r<to.  Since 
we can step up the posit ive re lat io .s  (see [13, Theorem 29A]) Erd6s, Hajnal  and 
Rado [13, p. 160] ask whether we can also step up the negative relations. Here we 
shall prove the consistency of a posit ive answer. 
Theorem 9.6. (V = L[G]) .  I f  K ~-'- to, 3 ~ r < to and  n < to, then 
n + . 
LL 3+n 
Proof.  The proof is by induction on n < to~ Let k = K ("*l~' and let T = (T, ~_ ) be a 
normal k -Kurepa  tree with no t~-Aronszajn nor v-Cantor  subtrees for every ~ 
and v. Again we assume that 7" is an Lfitial segment of ~2 and that E = E(T)  
I" disjoint denotes the collection of all cofinal branches of T. Let ( e)~<~, be a 
( r+n) -par t i t ion  of T verifying ("÷~+ rr,+l+,'l K '~LL 3+. J, (K÷),~] r+'. We shall find an 
(r + n + 1)-partit ion i~-+h of E verifying K°'÷2~+ ~ttrr~+13+,,+ il~J, ( r*)  ,] ...... I. Kx~ /e<:K  ~ 
Let < be a fixed wel l -ordering of E of type k +. (l~ ,t)~<,~ is defined by 
{bt,-~'"" < b,÷,a}E/'~+t ,~ ift R(bo,  bOc . . . cR(b ,+, , _ l ,b  .. . .  ) 
and R{bo . . . . .  b,÷,}~ I~, 
for 0 < ~j < i¢ ÷, while [~ + ~ = [E]  . . . . .  ~ - U {I~ + ~ I 0 < ~j < K +}. Obviously, the part i-  
t I" + ~ ~ verities tion is w~el~ defined. It is left to the reader to check that ~ e se.~' 
K LL3~-,,+ ~J, tK ), .]  because almost all e lements of the proof are present in 
the proof of Theorem 9.3. 
Now we are going to use Theorem 5.5 in stepping-up some special propert ies of 
the well-known Sierpifiski part it ion to get partit ion which verifies the relations (5) 
and also have some propert ies of the Sierpifiski partit ion. 
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Let -< be a well-ordering of the set ~ of real numbers. Let us consider the 
following 2-partition of R: -70 = {{x, y } I x < y and x < y} and 11 = [R] 2 -  Io (see [34 
or 28]). It is easy to prove that (Io, I0  verifies 2°',,-~(tol,tol) 2. But this partition 
also has the following interesting property: S G R, IS[ = to~ implies that there are 
S 'GS,  [S/]=to such that [S']2GI, for i<2 .  So, in [11, Problem 62] ErdSs and 
Hajnal ask: Let 2 < r < to, I s l  = exp,_~(to). Does there exist an r-partition (I~, I~) 
of type 2 of S satisfying the following conditions? 
(a) S'GS,  [S'[=to~ implies [S'] '~I[  for i<2 ,  but 
~" ~ ~'  Is"l =to such that [S'[] ~ _I~ for (b) S 'G S, [S'I = tot implies that there are , _  ,  
every i < 2. 
We shall prove here the consistency of the positive answer. 
Theorem 9./ .  (V=L[G]) .  Let 2<-.r<to. and ISl=exp~_l(to). Then there is an 
r-partition (I~, 1"0 of S satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) above. 
Proof. Assume that for 2 ~< r <~ to there exists a disjoir,: r-partition (I~, I~) of a set 
of power to,-1 satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) (remember that GCH holds). If 
r = 2 we consider the quoted Sierpifiski partition. Let T = (T, G ) be a normal 
~or-l-Kurepa tree with no Aronszajn nor Cantor subtrees. Assume that T is an 
initial part of ~, ,2. Let E = E(T) be the collection of all tot_l-branches of T. Since 
[El =tar it suffices to find an (r+ 1)-partition of E satisfying (a) and (b) assuming 
that (I~, I~) is an r-partition of T. 
Let {bo . . . . .  b,}E[E] r÷t be given. Define 
{bo . . . . .  b,}~l[ +' iff R{bo . . . .  .b,}~l ' .  
for i < 2. Since T is a binary tree, the set on the right side has exactly r-members 
so that the partition (I~ ÷~, i~+t) is well defined (and disjoint). 
Let E '  G E, IEi = to~. Using Claim from the proof of Theorem 9.3 we can find a 
branch b of the tree T such that I{R(b, b') 1 b'~ E '  and b'# b}l = ,,,1. Using this we 
construct a strictly ----increasing sequence (t, , la <to1) of element of b and a 
sequence (b~ [ a <too  of elements of E '  such that R(b, b,) = t, for every a <tol- 
Observe also that R(b,, b~) = t~ for every a </3 <to~. Consequently 
(R(lo . . . . .  1,} I {/o . . . . .  1~}~ [{b~ I OL <~tol}Jr+l}= [{re [£]~ ( to l}]  r. 
Since (l~,l~) satisfies (a) we have that [E'] '÷~gI; ÷~, for every i<2 ,  hence 
(1~ '~, l[ ÷1) also satisfies (a). 
Let us prove now that (l~÷t,l~÷l) satisfies (b) as well. Assume E 'GE and 
IE' i=to,. As above we find a branch b of T and sequences (t~la <to~) and 
(b, [a <too  of elements of b and E, respectively so that R(b, b,,)= t,, and t,, c t o 
for every a </3 <to~. Since (I~, I~) satisfies (b) there are To, T1 ___ {t,, [ a <to1} such 
that [T~]' G I[ and tp(T~, G ) = to, for every i <2.  Let E, ={b~ [ t~ ~ T~} for i <2.  By 
the definition of (l~+l, I~÷1) we have [E~] ~+~ GI~ ÷~ for every i <2.  This completes 
the proof. 
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At the end let us mention that Theorem 9.7 has a natural generalization for 
other cardinals. 
10. Kurepa hypothesis and partition relations 
In this section we shall use the results of Section 8 in the study of the relation V 
in [13, Section i8]. Let K, k,/~, v be ar~y cardinals and let 1 ~< r < ox The relation 
is said to hold if the following is satisfied. If [~¢]' ~ U {I~ [ ~ < lg} is a disjoint 
partition .~r [K]', then there are B g K and D c t~ such that IBI=X, ID le r  and 
[8]'=__ U {L I,.,, z D} 
In [13, p. 154] authors remark that after the results they obtained in that paper 
the following problem remain: open: Does K + --> [k+]].x hold for every K > k ~> to? 
Let us consider this problem. 
Theorem 10.L I f  K > h >1 to, then 
KH(K, K) implies K+~,[A--~2 ~K,Jk* 
Proof. Let us assume KH (K, K). Then by Proposition 8.1 we know that there is 
an order type 4~ = tp(E, <)  with properties: 14~1 > K; d(~b)~ K; d(qt) = ItOl, for every 
tk~<tk, It01~<K. Assume that (E, <) is a dense linearly ordered set and that 
D ={x,~ia <K} is a dense subset of E. Define a 2-partition (I,~),<~ of E by: 
{x,y}<~l~ iff a is the least ordinal <K suchthat x<x~<y.  
Obviously, (I~)~<, is disjoint. 
Let X c_ E and B c K, tBt = )t and let [X] z c_ U {/,~ I a e B}. This means that for 
every {x, y}< ~ [X] 2 there is a a ~ B such that x < x~ < y. Let D '  = {x= [ a ~ B} and 
F = X LJ D'. Then this means that D'  is dense in (F, < fq F2). By virtue of the fldrd 
property of ~b we infer that IX I <~ IF ! <~ d(F, < fq F 2) ~ ID't ~ h. This shows that the 
partition (I~)~<~ verifies K+~[h+]2.x. 
From the proof of the preceding theorem we infer that the defined partition 
(I,),<~ verifies K+,,-~[h+]~.x, for every h, to~h<K,  which is connected to the 
general question in [13, p. 156, Remarks]. 
If we apply Proposition 8.2 instead of Proposition 8.1 in the proof of the 
preceding theorem we get the following. 
Theorem 10.2 (GCH). If v: > A >~ ~, then 
KH(K,A +) implies K++-~[A+]~.x. 
At the end, let us consider Problem 7 from [13, p. 164]: 
Let Isl=,o~+l and [S]2=IoUII .  Assume that for every X~S,  [Xl=tol there is 
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Y~X,  [Yl=~ot such that [Y]Z~_I~. Does this imply that there exists S'c_S, 
[S't = oJ, o+~ such that [S'] 2 c Ix'? 
The next theorem asserts that KH(o~,o, ~o,o) implies a negative answer to this 
problem. (Hence if V = L the answer to this problem is negative.) 
Theorem 10.3. Assume KH(~o~,, oJ, o). Then there is a set S, Is I  = ,o~+~ and partition 
[S] 2 = Io U It such that: 
(a'~ For every Xc_S, lxl--a,t there is Y ~_X, IYI--- ~0t such that [Y]2_qlt; 
(b) There is no S'=_S, [S'l=o~,+l such that [S']2c_I~. 
Proof. Let us assume KH(~0,o, (o,o). Then according to Proposition 8.3 there is an 
order type ~b = tp(E, < ) with properties: [~[ = oJ, o+x; d(~b) <~ oJ,o ; if ~ ~ d~, Iq, I = ,or, 
then o~ ~< ~. 
Let < be a fixed well-ordering of E. A partition (Io, It) will be defined in this 
way: 
Io={{x,y}~[E]21x.<y and y<x},  l l={{x,y}E[E]21x<y and x<y}.  
Let X c E and IX[ = ~ol. By virtue of the third property of the type ~b we know 
that there is an uncountable <-wel l -ordered subset Y of X. Thus, Y is well- 
ordered by < as well as by <.  Using (4) we can find a Y '~ Y, tY'I =~t  such that 
< and < coincide on Y', i.e. x<y iff x<y,  for every x, y~ Y'. By definition of 
(Io, I1) this means that [Y']2c_ I;. Thus (Io, I1) satisfies (a). 
Let us prove that (Io, It) satisfies (b); otherwise there would be a E'c_E, 
IE'[ = o~+1 such thai: [E']2 ~ I1. By definition of I1 this would mean that x < y iff 
x<y for every x, y ~E ' ,  i.e. that E' be <-well-ordered, contrary to the fact 
d(d~) ~< o,o. This completes the proof. 
Note 
In [12, Problem 17, p. 274] Erd6s and Hajnal suggest L as a possible model in 
which a very general form of the stepping up implication for square bracket 
partition relations holds. The partially ordered set KP(K) from Section 5 is good 
enough (see e.g., Lemma 5.3) for using the main result of Shelah and Stanley, 
S-forcing I & H (to appear) to conclude that (iii) of Theorem 5.5 is true in L. 
Hence, if we wish, we can replace V = L[G] by V = L in Theorems 6.1, 9.3, 9.4, 
9.5, 9.6 and 9.7. 
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